translation,
for calin-andrei mihailescu
Exile is the most radical form of translation
wrote Calin-Andrei Mihailescu in “Happy New Fear”
an English-titled book in Romanian
that will never be translated into English
with the exception of the above line because Calin
writes a kind of rhapsodic idiomatic punning lingo
that is Romanian like a wolf with seven teats
from which hang the seven languages he speaks
like Romulus and Remus-type pups ready to build cities
I mean essays about time-travel in the tunnel
between languages that I have traversed myself
a few times but didn’t really frequent like Calin
who has a sleeping bag there and knows all the bums
some of whom are fashion models he writes odes to
many of them Czech who have read Hrabal and Kundera
and can sleep anywhere if the stories are funny
and so yes translation is just how one lives with oneself
from minute to minute from home to street from street
to office from office to the bar and to bed and in dreams
and each moment has its own language that puts it in the next
moment in another language made complicated by style
which is the design of alienation residing in orthography
or hesitant speech while translating oneself or others
thus to write on translation is to translate and to write
in language that cannot be translated is to be totally great
a state only Czech girls in sleeping bags can and do love
-- Andrei Codrescu
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Letter from
the Editors

6

Okay, here’s the issue. We can only
discover the outward forms of things,
and that’s okay because everything we
think’s on the inside is also on the outside, and it’s only fear that keeps us from
realizing it. This is what people mean
when they say things like: expression
is being. What separates us from the
animals is, well, we do more interesting
things; and if something’s as interesting
as us, we say it’s human.
In fact, maybe the goal is to see everything in the most interesting way
possible, and that means connecting
the dots between the human world and
microcosmic and macrocosmic worlds,
repositories of truth invisible in the air.
If we could perceive all things at human
speed and human scale, then we’d see the
world for the mirror that it is (but it’s the
sort of mirror where both sides are real).
We have to give the plants nitro, and see
them smile and wave, and the same with
the stars. We have to funnel all the ants
into a land sculpture of the human face
and slow down the free-falling molecules
that embrace, and let go, and combine,
in the world of pure relationships, that
is, the tiny world. The funny thing is: the
tiny world is written up in the stars too,
and we’re in the middle.
The project is to see this: that the tiny
world and the big world are the same as

L e tt e r fro m t h e Editors
the middle world. We need to try to prove that all of existence
is self-similar, because we want to know if the universe is a human being too. The problem is: how to translate the language of
the universe into the languages of men? How can temporal and
spatial difficulties be waived, and the images, un-skewed and
un-transformed each in their own way, that is, collectively unblurred, and combined into the sharpest image possible (where
DPI = the information density of the universe)?
We need to translate the language of flowers into human
speech. We need to translate the orbits of the planets, and the
quantum soup, into the language of love and strife. We need to
translate the atmosphere into the fable, and the information radiation of a black hole into the epic. The great corridor-complex
of history (of ideas, of population growth) must be wholly realigned so that the helicopter en route with first-aid supplies can
look down from above and hail the cartoonish shape of man.
Because we’ll never know if we’re alone in the universe
(or not) until we master the art of translation. It is only with
a theory of the translatable and the untranslatable, developed
empirically (while doing the thing), that we can tune into the
alien voices all around us and deliver the responsum: noise,--or
else a voice speaking to man in a language whose only fluent
speaker is the microstructure of his bones, and the abstracta in
his unknowing head. Because if we do hear a voice, then the first
true civilization will rise. We just have to modulate our speed
and span, in the three spatial dimensions and in time, so that,
traveling at exactly the rate of our neighbors, we will experience
no acceleration, and be together, stock-still, in the very bosom
of the heart of communication: the Realm of Forms.
					-- Matt & Tim
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A way into the plunge that doesn’t need
a jolt.
A way home.
A way, a migration from the plains, a
calm migration from the plains.
A Way to See the
World that Doesn’t
Need a Jolt:
Notes Leading to
Translation
by David Bartone

Plain put, a way that is not wayward.
And a ward that is not stationary.
A way out from the tidiest autumn, into
say hard frost, which this year occurs
first after Indian summer, and a way out
from that.
A double-bolted door. On the side with
the bolt switches.
A way a common flower with a disease
dies out, bumblebees die out.
The way the farmer’s wit next door in
the form of his low laugh. The way to
know his newly killed cow, his screaming at his autistic child, daily, and there’s
nothing to do about it.
The farmer’s wit next door collapsing in
on itself. By some moral presumption I
have over him.

8
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He is shirtless and it is cold and I am indoors.
Am searching for a way into pleasure not wit, then; not righteousness either--to be very careful of that.
The couch has wit, unnatural wit, be careful of that. Do not get
up.
The couch, it has patterned pink globe peonies and blue dyed
mums.
The couch has haiku.
…
The practicing on mountains is not as obsessed with you, beautiful friend, beautiful reader, as it has claimed.
Her neither.
…
I have placed my bed so that the sun will wake me at 7:45 am.
It is October 30, 2010.
The autumn sunrise. The bed is a page.
A way to remember the close of summer as an elegant conclusion.
The last swim a swim in colors.
The sun high up, in summer, and therefore not coming in on

9
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the bed, then, in former summer--when each lunch spent with
her and smells of butter and her smells filled the room and my
skin.
I could taste myself on her neck.
I mean in saying this to be careful for not to be too much of a
jolt.
See the world. From the world.
Now low, the autumn sunrise, and a streaking through the
branches.
I can see from the window the ripe berries of the horse nettle,
and the sight draws me to move myself outdoors, but I stay in
bed where the sun is more mine.
…
It is in this way, too, I believe in language manipulation: one
can always live more on the page.
The abandoned branches between and the low morning sun-the essay--of every word.
Essential, be, ascertain, trial. All from the same, in Latin. This
to me is the archeology of the human mind at its most fascinating.

10

The fascination of the human mind is that certain action occurring off scene is made more vivid because of, and certain
action occurring off scene is stress-inducing. For years people

D av id Barton e
have called this concrete v abstract. For centuries people have
called that Greek drama v Shakespearean drama.
The fascination is this scene, not what happened on or off of it
in the last.
It is in this fascination I most implicate you, reader. You are
here with me. For or against will.
We are here.
…
My love occurs both on and off stage, as it may.
…
There is a low body, laughing in its huge past. And it is not the
farmer’s.
There is a low body silenced, out ought-right of its own fortune. And it is not the farmer’s.
The body crowing alone, as the poetics of the mind become far
off and fully into themselves.
…
The problem with what to call the body after it has departed
this present is a delicate one.
Body corpse remains carcass cadaver. These are crass.
11
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What if when how the body is what’s departed, then shall we
call what remains the departed? The soul?
…
This is an example of the inevitable fray to babble, when the
body drifts but the mind remains on the couch.
In this sense I am still gazing out the window and the tone of
the haiku is losing its effect on me.
Once again the tone has been exhausted in me before the form
has.
…
Not a bad understanding of the twentieth century.
…
However the fear then, to think this way, in what to write next.
Is all of writing avoiding fear of what not to write.
How many, afraid of trope and cliché. How many.
And I may mean saying this, now, is appropriate to say: As
I am getting older I find myself searching less for a way to
justify my arrogance, my shame shrinks, and I am becoming a
better person. Which is true. And I wonder if not for all of us.
…
12
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I am searching for a way to see the world that doesn’t need a
jolt.
I am searching for the writer as translator, when translating.
A jolt sure, the writer who translates, in the aim of bringing a
new literature into an extant literature.
But not a jolt, when in the act of translating.
…
What do you think Pound meant when he said the poet should
write 75 lines of poetry a day, and since a young poet can’t possible have 75 lines of poetry to write each day, learn a language
and translate 75 lines a day.
…
He meant: The macro of purposes for committing a translation into your language is not now a measure of one’s love of
language, but of merging.
A sympathetic but proud endeavor.
To merge importances.
I am trying to be sympathetic but not proud in trying to separate you, beautiful friend, from her, my love.
Here I am meant to say: I am ashamed, of myself, and while
not of Pound, of poetry, for creating this sentiment in him, the
cynical cliff we teeter toward.

13
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I accept and embrace his hubris.
…
I am not literate in any foreign languages.
I am ashamed before this.
When I hear that Pound once said the poet should write 75
lines, I sometimes wish I had more friends that speak foreign
languages.
And would that count.
And why in the way that I find relationships meaningful do I
think yes.
…
The mutually inclusive life with another is one to practice on
mountains for.
…
I am simple, and thin, I know, and I do not mean only about
my relationship to English.

14

I mean: shameful, about all language, of the facts, to be an
assertion of my belief or of my self in any way, but simply
the need to speak plainly about the linguistic makeup of my
character--as a way to, perhaps, understand my own poetic
intelligence pressed against peaceable notions of shame.

D av id Barton e
Poetic intelligence and notions of shame.
The two co-conquering.
…
Pound must a meant: Do not get up.
…
I obey in this certain way: I make more psycho lithography
from the couch and accept becoming my own faith.
…
More than this psycho lithography from the couch.
I make a poetic activity of Pound’s of Li Po’s, translations of
poems.
…
Give me that old time religion; a little brown church in the
dale.
…
Do I condemn everything I believe by saying translation is a
poetic activity and not a scholastic one, very well then, I am
large, I contain multitudes.
--This is a truly confessionalist tenant: to mean it now.

15
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--This is a truly surrealist tenant: to mean it now.
--This is a truly pathetic tenant;—it is truly transferable.
…
The title is Pound’s. The formal shape of the poem on the page
is Pound’s. Some phrases and entire lines are Pound’s; the
epigraph is his. The poetics are not Li Po’s, not Pound’s. Note
the homophonic interpretations. Note: they are sounded to
thin-align with my own emotional narratives:
Leave-Taking Near Shoku
‘Sanso, King of Shoku, built roads’
Thistles roar in sand sores on the feet.
Fear as the dismount ends.
The walls rise in a man’s face.
Blouses flow out from the sill
as his coarse bride dies in him.
Weepingly, anon, separation offers begin in him.
The air’s unkind bruise, the separation,
And freshets are bursting their ice.
In the missive she cooed a scarcity:
“Man faces hours of faulty steps,
There is no kneeling off, we kingly lovers.”

16
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And this poem:
Taking Leave of a Friend
Bloom out and storm through them alms.
Why strive her? Why thing about then?
Here we must make separation
And goad through Athens. And why lessen the grass?
Mine lies a calf, loading white cloud.
Son, settle. Because the part we dug weighted fences,
That now of her hair clasp, what a pittance.
Of course, to pray to hug her,
a sway art of parting.
And:
The Jewel Stairs’ Grievance
To choose and pep the oral eddies--quite a wait without you-It is to wait that, without you so, keeps my cause of talking.
In my bed, I drown in the crisscross pattern,
And watch the moon through the clear autumn.
And this one, which was enjoyable to write but occurs to me
to be an unacceptable textual account of the poem’s musical
potential; the boisterous wit of the compound words, too, is a
distraction from the common fact that to a stranger in a challenging land, art might get them their ward:
South-Folk in Cold Country
Today’s course nasal-gets the plea, going It’s you!
The words of It’s you! half-annul the offer. Enter forth,
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Emotion is born out of habit.
Yes, to straying-bent touting the gilded fool’s fate.
To stray from the drag of the pen.
Her prized dessert to her male season.
Lying below the wilderness the barbs are in feathers.
My sworn ilk pants of her hour’s acute presence.
My ended-spear odd-arrived at other heavenly banners.
Art might get me my ward.
Solely my art tax is mine.
Honeybees are left for me if she goes,
this whiff hovering.
Whose white head is lost for this province?

18
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Σπίρτα χειρός

Three Poems
by Haris Psarras
Translated by
Andrew Barrett

from the Modern
Greek

Στο κομοδίνο κόμισα
σπίρτα χειρός ν’ ασπρίσουν
τα μελανά τα διάφορα
που σε φυλούσαν πέρα.
Ξύλο μασίφ το έπιπλο
μαγεία δε σηκώνει
γίναν τα σπίρτα μου καπνός
τα χέρια μου πηγάδι.

Φεύγεις εν πλω και ένστολη
μένει λιγάκι μόνο
ύφος σπιρτόζικο.
Λέω σιγά ήσουν κινούμενο σχέδιο
και επιστρέφω στα σπίρτα πάλι.

Οδυσσεύς
Πλήθη νεφών , φωτός ισχνού στερνή ακτίνα.
Δεν ξημερώνει μέρα ηλιόλουστη. Σημαία
φαιά υψώνουμε , γυρεύει όμως παρέα
να κάνει απόψε ο Οδυσσεύς με μια Σειρήνα

20
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Matchbook
I brought a matchbook
to the table beside your bed
to light the manifold dark
that kept you away.
But the table is solid wood
and has no sense of magic.
The matches are smoke
and my hands are a well.
You are on a boat,
sealed in a uniform
and nothing remains
but the vestige of wit.
You were only a caricature,
I whisper
and strike the matchbook again.

Odysseus
Thick clouds,
a final ray of watery light
and it is still early morning.
We wave a dark flag
while Odysseus plans
to pass his night with a Siren.
21
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που στέκεται έκθαμβη στο βράχο τραγουδώντας
χωρίς ποτέ της να σκεφτεί πως θα πεθάνει
πλην όσοι νέοι την ακούνε απ’ το λιμάνι
αυτομολούνε δίχως τύψη διεκδικώντας
την προσοχή της μια στιγμή , παρότι εκείνη
είναι ένας ίσκιος , μια νεφέλη , μια ελπίδα.
Σκύβει ο Οδυσσεύς κουφός , στοχάζεται τη δίνη
ήχων τερπνών που πνέει εμπρός του στον αέρα.
‘Συ ένας ίσκιος’ λέει ‘μα εγώ γλυκιά πατρίδα
γυρεύω κι αν του Ποσειδώνα η φοβέρα
σκιά βαριά στα όνειρά μου απόψε ρίχνει
το άσμα σου που απ’ το κατάρτι κρυφακούω
αίφνης του νόστου ανάβει εντός μου την πολίχνη.

Περίφραξη
Ο κήπος είναι κοφτερός
αγκάθι, σιγανός χυμός
κλεισμένος σε βαζάκι
φυλάγεται, επιτηρεί
ποιος θα ‘ρθει
ποιος δεν θα ‘ρθει
την άνοιξη ποιος θα φέρει
ανάσκελα.
22
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She sings upon a rock
oblivious that she will die.
The young sailors listen, feeling
no guilt when they abandon port
and try for her attention.
But she is only a chance,
the flitting shade of a cloud.
Odysseus leans forward
until he is deaf, lost
in the vortex of sensuous noise
that stirs the wind before his face.
“Council of shadows”, he says
“I search for my sweet home
and although Poseidon’s curse
weighs my dreams with darkness,
when I overhear your song
from the mast of my boat
I am alight with longing for my city.”

Enclosure
The garden is a jagged cliff,
a thorn, a delicate liquid
sealed in a jar.
It cautiously watches
for those who will come,
for those who will not
and for the one who will topple
Spring.
23
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Translator’s Note
Judith:
Lines 83-132
Translated by
Hannah Newman

from the Old
English

Judith is an Old English poem, probably
written somewhere in the 10th century. Its
author is unknown, and only three full
sections (and a bit of a fourth) remain
out of the original twelve. It is highlyregarded, though: there is some thought
that if the whole work had survived it
would be among the most lauded Old
English poems in existence today.
It is based on the biblical story of Judith
and Holofernes, although the author has
taken many liberties with the text.

24

“Ic ðe, frymða god
ond frofre gæst,
bearn alwaldan,
biddan wylle
miltse þinre
me þearfendre,
ðrynesse ðrym.
þearle ys me nu ða
heorte onhæted
ond hige geomor,
swyðe mid sorgum gedrefed.
Forgif me, swegles ealdor,
sigor ond soðne geleafan,
þæt ic mid þys sweorde mote
geheawan þysne morðres bryttan; geunne me minra gesynta,
þearlmod þeoden gumena.
Nahte ic þinre næfre
miltse þon maran þearfe.
Gewrec nu, mihtig dryhten,
torhtmod tires brytta,
þæt me ys þus torne on mode,

J udit h

“Lord Creator, Heaven’s Son,
Who holds hope in His hands: I seek
Your mercy: come. I am in need.
My heart is swollen, shivering,
My sorrows harrowing my soul.
Hallow me, my Lord of Heaven,
Grant me triumph and true faith,
So I might strike down with my sword
This foul vessel of violence.
Hear me, my fierce Lord of men.
Never have I had more need:
Avenge me now, my mighty Lord,
Bestow Your glory, grant my mind
Your rage, and set my heart to flame.”
The Highest Judge suffused her soul
With courage, as He ever does
When we earth-dwellers come to seek
His aid and counsel with true faith.
She was made new by holy hands,
By brave belief and God-born bliss.
She seized the hateful heathen man
25
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hate on hreðre minum.”
Hi ða se hehsta dema
ædre mid elne onbryrde,
swa he deð anra gehwylcne
herbuendra
þe hyne him to helpe seceð
mid ræde ond mid rihte geleafan. þa wearð hyre rume on mode,
haligre hyht geniwod;
genam ða þone hæðenan mannan
fæste be feaxe sinum,
teah hyne folmum wið hyre weard
bysmerlice,
ond þone bealofullan
listum alede,
laðne mannan,
swa heo ðæs unlædan
eaðost mihte
wel gewealdan.
Sloh ða wundenlocc
þone feondsceaðan
fagum mece,
heteþoncolne,
þæt heo healfne forcearf
þone sweoran him,
þæt he on swiman læg,
druncen ond dolhwund.
Næs ða dead þa gyt,
ealles orsawle;
sloh ða eornoste
ides ellenrof
oðre siðe
þone hæðenan hund,
þæt him þæt heafod wand
forð on ða flore.
Læg se fula leap
gesne beæftan,
gæst ellor hwearf
under neowelne næs
ond ðær genyðerad wæs,
susle gesæled
syððan æfre,
wyrmum bewunden,
witum gebunden,
hearde gehæfted
in hellebryne
æfter hinsiðe.
Ne ðearf he hopian no,
þystrum forðylmed,
þæt he ðonan mote
of ðam wyrmsele,
ac ðær wunian sceal
awa to aldre
butan ende forð
in ðam heolstran ham,
hyhtwynna leas.
Hæfde ða gefohten
foremærne blæd
Iudith æt guðe,
swa hyre god uðe,
swegles ealdor,
þe hyre sigores onleah.
þa seo snotere mægð
snude gebrohte
þæs herewæðan
heafod swa blodig

J udit h
Hard by his hair, and dragged him down
Into her grasp: she held complete
Control of the accursed one.
Shame be on him: she cut him down,
And staunched his evil with her skill.
She, with her wreath of woven hair,
She raised her gleaming, graven sword
And smote the baleful man, so that
She struck half-through his neck. He lay
But swooning, drunk and wounded. He
Was not yet dead, not breached from life.
She struck again, so brave, so strong-That heathen dog’s wine-heavy head
Rolled forth onto the bloody floor.
His stinking carcass stayed behind,
Devoid of any lurch of life.
His spirit wandered wide and far,
Deep underground, and there it stayed
Bound fast in torment all its days.
Swathed in serpents, soaked in sin,
Held harshly in the hearth of hell
He was, after his journey down.
He had no hope, as wrapped he lay
In darkness, that he might go forth
From this worm-hall: he would remain
Forever forward, without end,
In his dark home, deprived of hope.
God had granted battle-fame
To shining Judith: the Creator
Gave her glorious victory.
And being wise, she quickly placed
The dead man’s head--a mass of blood--

27
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on ðam fætelse
þe hyre foregenga,
blachleor ides,
hyra begea nest,
ðeawum geðungen,
þyder on lædde,
ond hit þa swa heolfrig
hyre on hond ageaf,
higeðoncolre,
ham to berenne,
Iudith gingran sinre.

28
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Into the pouch in which her fair-cheeked
Maid had brought them both baked bread.
And so they worked in such a way.
The head--with gore and battle-blood-Brave Judith gave it to her girl
In her soft hand, to bear away.

29
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I

Lambs of God that
Impose Sins upon
the World
Corderos de Dios
que imponen los
pecados al mundo
by Javier Lentini
Translated by
J. Bruce Fuller

from the Spanish

Conseguiré no ver
aun cuando mire
los lacrimosos párpados
el ansia
de la mano extendida
los consejos
de quien es útil
el placer
o la ignominia de cuantos tanto me aman?
Los puedo
en mi jardín

odiar sin tregua
o he de aguardar las salvas de ordenanza
y rendir homenaje al que embelesa
a quien embauca
impera
y nos condena
por la fuerza
gentil
de la inocencia?
II

30

Y si aseguro que nada de lo vuestro
llegará a interesarme:
ni los verdes
racimos que doraís con las miradas
ni los suspiros
--escenas de pasión-ni el ejercicio de múltiples cilicios
enraizados a esculturas paternales?

J av i e r L e ntini
I

I will blind myself
		
their weeping eyelids

even though I see

the longing
of the outstretched hand
		
the advice
of whoever is useful
		
the pleasure
or the disgrace of all who love me dearly?
I can

in my garden
hate without truce
or I have to wait for the firing of ordinance
and pay tribute to that which captivates
whom it deceives
		
reigns
			
and condemns us
by the gentle
force
		
of innocence?
II

And if I assure that nothing of yours
will become of interest to me:
not the green
clusters you gild with your gaze
nor the sighs
		
--passion scenes-nor the exercise of many haircloths
rooted in paternal sculptures
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No huyo

Ya no intento
alcanzar el nirvana de los árboles
ni canto el « Hare Krishna »
		
ni el « Hossana »
Navego entre los líquenes
		
sin dádiva:
no hay gusano que tiente
ni hay Atlántida:
El paraíso huyó con la serpiente
III

Como en un libro sacro
o en el cine
« como en la vida misma »:
Que el mal reciba singular castigo
de vez en vez
Que el bien sea premiado…
« Cualquier orden requiere un sacrificio »
Aunque el oro trastorne nuestros ojos
y nos puncen las espigas más granadas
o un dorado abejorro aguijonée
y el fruto tan rojizo sepa amargo
admitamos lo injusto
y toda primavera será nuestra
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No quise apoderarme de la vida
a costa del silencio
Pues acaso
el perfecto no fuera tan infame
y hasta incluso
consigamos culpar al inocente

J av i e r L e ntini
I do not flee
		
Now no longer attempt
to reach the nirvana of the trees
nor do I sing the “Hare Krishna”
nor the “Hosannas”
I sail between the lichens
without gift:
there is no worm that tempts
		
nor is there Atlantis:
Paradise fled with the serpent
III

As in a sacred book
		
or in the cinema
“as in life itself ”:
May the evil receive singular punishment
from time to time
May the good be rewarded…
“Any order requires a sacrifice”
		
Although the gold upsets our eyes
and the chaff pricks us
or a golden bumblebee stings
and the reddish fruit knows bitterness
we allow the unjust
and every spring will be ours
		
I did not want to seize life
at the cost of silence
Then perhaps
the perfect one was not so vile
until even
we are able to blame the innocent
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XXXII

Six Poems
by Ava Koohbor
Translated by
Ava Koohbor
& Patrick James
Dunagan

from the Farsi
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Ava K oo h b or
XXXII
The difference of our speech hangs upon
a barren stretch of thought
I plant water
& set the tree to run
I don’t scare
if rain shines
and sun rains
I sail a boat across the plains
I ride horses through the ocean
I draw the forest blue
filling it with green rivers
and I wish
nobody tease freedom of the wind from the kite
toying with the hands of but a
momentary bliss
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XXXVII
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Ava K oo h b or

XXXVII
				
Drunk without care
		
applying make up on the heart’s mirror
			
kissing the future’s red lips
				
bribing time with pleasure
on Destiny’s highway I’m selling
				predestined writing
					
to the middle man
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IV
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Ava K oo h b or
IV
[Needed Ripening]
My feelings aren’t fun candy-fruit eaten for mere pleasure
tossing aside the stone
My feelings aren’t homing pigeons
released but once a day to fly
My feelings don’t dominate the chess board
pressuring the King into easy checkmate
game after game
My feelings never alter day to day like a magician’s props
newly transformed from act to act
My feelings
are a simple peddler
wandering lone city streets
who nobody
has yet noticed.
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XIV

XXXV
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Ava K oo h b or
XIV
			Have faith in the stars
			
before the ambush of clouds
			
smothers the light
			
			
cover the surface of the water
			
before the light’s cruel assault
			
makes an airy gas of this lucid flow
					

how easily icebergs die

XXXV
so much that I read
raised a heat-rash upon my sight
Salute! To Rumi’s honor
parsing out Vahdat in Sanskrit
prayer comes in Farsi
Namaz arrives in Arabic
with English I escape the blade on the butcher’s block
not yet knowing
how it is this life should be pronounced
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Ava K oo h b or
LX
Happy 14th of February
to all the missiles not launched!
to all buried sobbings
& left hungry stomachs
this day of love
to all garbage dumps
to every lead-soaked breath
to every whale pod group-suicide
a Happy Valentine’s
to all false promisers
of the many left homeless
leave this rooted love untouched
in your bazaar of rancor & disgust
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haugrof
úr haugnum
heyrist
umlað
Four Poems
from Blindir
Fiskar
by Magnús Sigurðsson
Translated by
Lytton Smith

from the
Icelandic

Tor Ulven (1953-1995)

grautaðri
röddu:
min mund
er fuld
av mold

te

Emily Dickinson (1830-1886)

ekki skyldi vanmeta
áhrif bréfa
og ljóða
ósendra bréfa
óbirta ljóða
hripuð á ilmandi
pakkningar
af kamillutei
44

Ma g n ú s S i g ur ð sson

Cairn Openings
from the grave
sounds
a murmur

Tor Ulven (1953-1995)

a muddle
of voices:
mind mine
ist fuld
ov eart

tea
		

Emily Dickinson (1830-1886)

do not underestimate
the significance of letters
and poems
unsent letters
unpublished poems
scribbled across
fragrant wrappers of
chamomile tea
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1941
tært vatnsyfirborðið
speglaðist
í augum hennar
sem dökkt hárið flaut
stundum yfir
(hún lá, með kápuvasana
fulla af grjóti
á botni árinnar)
og sindrandi birta
vatnsgáranna
kastaðist
milli steinveggja
brúarinnar
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1941
The water’s clear
surface mirrored
in her eyes
as her dark hair floated
occasionally up
(she lay there, her coat pockets
full of stones
on the river bed)
and ripples
of water playing
on the surface
of the wallstones
of the bridge.
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vetrarlandslag
greinarnar
slúttu yfir frostlagðri
ánni
ekkert
merki
um líf
(ég
var hvergi)
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Winterscape
the branches
bowed above the frozen
river
no
sign
of life
(I was
nowhere)
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Pausa Ante El Origen
V

Poems
by Carmen Conde
Translated by
Gillian Brassil

from the Spanish

Refrenadas floraciones de rosas
pueblan tus entresijos;
y el oro con el gris, el ocre con el plomo,
la amarilla y gozosa intensidad del verde
bañan tus montañas, Cartagena.
El Algar con La Unión con El Estrecho
en este palestiniano
aquilatar de barrocos,
que son las orillas terrenales
de La Mar Menor.
Deviene alucinada esta criatura absorta
que recuerda o presiente
la vida que vivió o que acaso
tendrá que revivir un día,
con el sol que desgarra a la tierra su vivido
violeta espeso, zumo
de un morado violento.
Rib. de S. Javier, 17-9-71
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C ar m e n C ond e

Pause Before The Start
V

Contained bursts of rose blossoms
fill your nooks;
and the golden grey, the leaden ocre,
the yellow and blissful intensity of green
bathe your mountains, Cartagena.
El Algar, La Unión, the Strait, touching
in this palestinistic
testing ground of the baroque,
the earthy shores
of the Mar Menor.
She grows starry-eyed, this rapt creature
remembering or foreseeing
the life she lived or might
someday end up reliving,
the sun wrenching from the earth its lively
violet foam, thick
and violently purple.
Rib. de S. Javier, 9-17-71
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La Arena
VI

El cuerpo vacío anda, el cuerpo aunque quieto anda
sobre los ramajes blancos en hierro en el blanco ardiente.
En esta abrupta distancia que es la árida meseta
escuecen entre las sienes turbias memorias del agua
y es lecho profundamente toda la mar de la arena.
El cuerpo va sin su cuerpo, sin su cuerpo el alma anda
desde la piedra más piedra que todas las piedras juntas,
a convertirse en arena que no queda nunca; escapa
porque la arena es la mar, y con el cuerpo retorna;
cabeza antigua parece recuperada del fondo
que irá acumulando arena para que el cuerpo repose.
Líquido fluir de arena desde su encierro en la mano;
Fugitivas sus presencias amontonándola siempre.
Castilla, 17-9-73
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The Sand
VI

The empty body goes, the body goes, still
over white cast-iron branches, the burning white.
On the arid plateau, in its abrupt distances
between the temples muddy memories of water sting
and the wide sea of sand is a bed, a bank, deeply.
The body moves bodiless, bodiless the soul going
from stone, rock harder than any, every stone,
to turn into sand that never stays, it escapes
because sand is sea and it comes back with the body;
an ancient face from the depths
collecting sand so the body can rest.
The liquid flow of sand from a cage of fingers;
its fugitive instances, piling, piling.
						 Castilla, 9-17-73
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from Corrosión [1975]
Lava o mano que recorre desde los pies la cabeza,
fuego que todo lo arrasa,
deja carcomido el cuerpo, en cuajos sangre cobriza;
escamas a desgajones:
corrosiva y devoradoramente.
Monte y suelo,
Aplastando lo que en medio se mantiene
Sin mínima finalidad. Sórdido puntal resiste
desenfrenado taladrar furioso.
Aullando las naves van,
que vientos secos de niebla
a dientes recorrerán los huesos ya despojados.
Arenas azotarán,
calcinarán los tornados,
acometiendo armazones harto mellados sus fustes.
Y esto seguirá aguantando
que el cielo le trice el cráneo;
que sorbeteen la sangre
vegetaciones que huyen.
2-4-70
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A palm or lava coming up from the feet, covering the face,
fire destroying everything,
leaving the body hole-ridden, curdling copper blood;
flakes and snapoffings:
corrosive and devouring.
Mountain and ground,
devastating the middle, what lies there
aimlessly. Sordid backbone withstanding
the fury of ceaseless drilling.
The howling ships sail
which dry mist-winds will cover and bitemark,
their bones already bare.
And the hulls will be sand-flayed,
tornado-scorched,
attacked, beams jagged and broken.
And it will endure
the sky shattering its skull;
its blood being swallowed
by flora, fleeing.
4-2-70
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S e lin G e rl e k
INNE zu haltenden bewegungen zu
begegnen
deren enden
und ursprünge
flattern
in strömen
aus luft, dem mittler
aus lust, dem bewegenden schon
ein wahres schälen
der muschel
umlaut
geschlossen
zuliebe
den hauch enden

In
Inne
by Selin Gerlek
Translated by
Jonas Tinius

from the German

den konturen winden
den dichteren locken
trinken und trinken
atmen
da …
an der zungenspitze das salzkorn
schmilzt.
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INNE: to meet a motion withheld
whose ending
and origins
flutter
in slipstreams
of air, the mediator
of lust, the motioner already
a truth unpeeling
the mussel-shell
diacritic
lovingly
ending the breath
the contours winding
the denser luring
drink and drink
breathe
as: on the tongue’s tip this grain of salt dissolves.
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S e lin G e rl e k
IN holding movements to encounter
whose ends
and origins
flutter
in streams
of air, the mediator
of lust, the mover already
a true skinning
the mussel
umlaut
closed
forlove
end the hint
the contours wind
the denser lures
drink and drink
breathe
there…
at the tongue-tip the saltgrain melts.
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Your Majesty, the
Elephant
by Saadallah
Wannous
Translated by
Andrew Leber

from the Arabic
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(An empty stage, circled in the background by houses piled high with age
and filth. A far-off clamor behind the
stage. Someone cries out. A woman
screams. Feet run by. This oppressive
atmosphere remains for a while…. A
man crosses the alley with quick steps,
his face grimacing.)
THE MAN: Oh dear God... God help
us... oh dear God help us...
(He disappears down the other end of
the alley... The din grows louder,
coming from the right, behind the
houses. The cries of women, voices,
calls for help from people in danger. A
woman’s mourning lament is distinct.
Then everything in the background
dies down, remaining as a distant
murmur until the conclusion of the
scene... a man appears from the left,
crossing the alley in a hurry. He meets
another man coming from the source
of the noise. His face and his steps are
heavy with grief.)
MAN 1: (Trying to stop the other) Then
the news is true!
MAN 2: His poor mother. A death you
wouldn’t wish on your worst enemy.
MAN 1: It’s in God’s hands now... where
did it happen?
MAN 2: Near Ahmed Ezzat’s store. The

S aadalla h Wannous
alley’s always of children there.
MAN 1: You were there?
(Two other men enter, talking. The rest of the crowd enters from
the source of the noise.)
MAN 2: I got there just after it happened. I heard a scream that
stopped my heart cold, so I went to ask what had happened.
Oh, his poor mother!
MAN 3: (clearing his throat)A heart-breaking sight. I saw him
made into a bloody paste of flesh before my eyes. It stepped
on his chest, no, lower down.
MAN 4: Dear God...
MAN 5: May God have mercy on us.
(All those entering gather together, forming a group in the alley)
MAN 3: I swear, no part of his body was left untouched. A
shapeless mass of flesh and blood. The greedy beast left
only decaying remains for us. My head spins when I try to
picture it, with them gathering him up from the alley like
they were scooping up a broken egg.
MAN 2: Oh, his poor mother!
MAN 3: Have you ever seen an egg smashed on the ground? By
God that’s what his body was like. Like so much blood and
entrails scattered across the ground.
(A fifth man enters)
MAN 4: What are you waiting for? A little kid crushed by a
massive elephant, the King’s elephant. Dear God...
MAN 5: (Joining them)That elephant!
(The cry of a grieving woman breaks out from the distant murmur, then fades away)
MAN 1: May God help us all.
MAN 3: (Returning to his narration)We don’t know who got
there first. People gathered together, their hearts almost
bursting with fear. They all thought of their own sons and
daughters. Most of the children in the neighborhood were
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playing in that alley.
MAN 4: And out of all of them, fate chose to bring disaster on
Mohammad Fahd’s household.
MAN 2: When a long wait meets the right opportunity, gluttony becomes all the more greedy.
MAN 1: In the middle of the alley,though, and before all those
people, how could he do that?
MAN 4: How could he!
MAN 5: That elephant!
MAN 3: They were playing in the alley when the elephant
came upon them. He roared as usual, then sped towards
them without a care for anything in his path. The children
were frightened, and ran away, but Muhammad Fahd’s boy
tripped and fell. He was too afraid to get back up, so the
elephant reached him and trampled him.
(Two women enter, along with a small girl holding her mother
by the hand)
MAN 1: God forgive us... God forgive us...
WOMAN 1: Her sobs are enough to break your heart.
MAN 2: The child was trampled to a pulp, and the elephant
went on its way as if nothing had happened.
WOMAN 2: (through sobs) God help her. She’s gone mad with
grief.
MAN 5: While the people were rooted to the spot by fear. No
one even tried to get closed until after it had disappeared
far down the alley.
(The two women and the girl join the men. Little by little they
begin to form a mob)
MAN 3: (sighing) Of course, you all know...
MAN 4, 2: (together) Yes, we know.
MAN 3: The King’s elephant.
MAN 2, WOMAN 5: (practically with one voice) Oh... that
elephant...

S aadalla h Wannous
(A period of reflection filled with fearful anxiety)
GIRL: Mom... why did the elephant stomp on him?
WOMAN 1: Who knows, my daughter! We are cursed by it...
MAN 1: May God be with us... God be with us... His mother
came looking for her son and wound up scraping his body
off the road.
MAN 2: Enough tragedy to destroy her...
GIRL: So you’re not going to punish him!
WOMAN 1: Punish who?
GIRL: The elephant...
(They all shake their heads)
MAN 5 & 4: (in despair) Punish him?
MAN 2: And who could punish the King’s elephant, then?
(An old woman enters, wailing and beating her chest with her
fist)
WOMAN 3: Oh, poor me... poor all of us... no children is safe,
even if their mothers never let them out of their sight.
WOMAN 2: And what could keep us safe now!
WOMAN 1: Children trampled in the streets.
WOMAN 3: And nobody will even speak out against it...
MAN 3 & 5: Speak out?!
WOMAN 2: Nothing’s safe, not our homes, not our lives…
MAN 3 & 5: Speak out?!
MAN 4: She’s starting to go senile.
MAN 2: (shaking his head)As if speaking out were easy.
MAN 3: You don’t know what you’re saying.
(A sixth man enters, and joins the others)
WOMAN 1 & 2: (together, with empty voices) Yes... the King’s
elephant.
MAN 6: Oh dear God... God help us... oh dear God help us...
They’ll bury him without washing the body.
WOMAN 3: (wailing) Oh, my children...
MAN 3: Would there even be enough to wash?
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MAN 4: Ah, my dear sir. A child like him needn’t be worried
about departing unprepared.
MAN 5: The important thing is the purity of the soul, not the
body.
WOMAN 1: Pure as jasmine. Not yet seven years old.
WOMAN 2: He knew nothing of the world.
WOMAN 3: (Drawing herself up and wailing) Oh, the poor,
horrified mothers...
GIRL: Mom, they’ll carry him in a coffin, like my Aunt.
WOMAN 1: Quiet! Why bring that up now?
(A number of other men and women enter, and the meeting
expands)
GIRL: But the coffin is big...
WOMAN 3: (Drawing herself up and wailing) Nowhere is safe.
Nothing is safe.
MAN 3: Enough wailing, woman.
MAN 7: In my time I’ve seen many an elephant, yet until now
I’ve never seen an elephant so evil and brutal as this one.
MAN 8: Not a day goes by where we don’t see something like
this.
MAN 3: Watch out...
MAN 4 & 5: He’s the King’s elephant, you know.
MAN 9: And the King loves his elephant very much.
WOMAN 3: (through her sobs) And don’t we... don’t we love
our children?
WOMAN 4: Death take me before that hateful thing hurts any
of mine.
GIRL: Why does the King love such a bad elephant, Mom?
WOMAN 1: Who knows, my daughter!
MAN 8: Dear God... where did this terror come from?
MAN 9: These tragedies are always among us...
MAN 7: They infest our world like rats.
(Zakariyya enters – a lean young man, with a nervous look on

S aadalla h Wannous
his face, his eyes charged with anger – with him other men)
ZAKARIYYA: (his voice violent and assertive) What is this?
Unbearable, that’s what it is (the others turn to him in fear
and alarm), with nothing left for us except poverty and
suffering.
MAN 1: Injustice and forced labor.
MAN 2: God protect us...
ZAKARIYYA: Plagues and epidemics...
MAN 12: Painful suffering...
ZAKARIYYA: Taxes that eat up what little we earn.
MAN 5: God watch over you...
MAN 7: We could wear ourselves out talking about our troubles.
ZAKARIYYA: And on top of all our burdens now we have this
elephant...
WOMAN 3: (Wailing) Nowhere is safe. Nothing is safe.
ZAKARIYYA: We haven’t had a day of peace since it began
roaming the city.
MAN 8: Unwatched and unrestrained.
ZAKARIYYA: He feeds on pure evil for lunch.
MAN 7: Every day a victim.
MAN 1: And every day a tragedy.
ZAKARIYYA: Yesterday he destroyed Esa al-Jaradi’s storefront.
Wrecked all of his goods, left him crying in the wreckage.
MAN 5: The poor man... his family will go hungry.
ZAKARIYYA: And Abu Hassan, didn’t he nearly die?
MAN 11: Alive only by the grace of God. He’s all swollen up.
MAN 8: He won’t leave his bed for months.
WOMAN 3: Nowhere is safe. Nothing is safe.
MAN 12: I raised a ram for eight months. Abdel Hadi, the
butcher, tried to pay me eight dinars for him but I wouldn’t
sell, though I wish I had. Crushed him like a flea. Just when
that ram got beautifully fat and round, crushed him like a
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flea.
MAN 4: Oh God...
ZAKARIYYA: He wrecked our farms, too.
MAN 7: Everywhere he goes he ruins the fields and smashes
the crops.
MAN 11: And the palm trees. How many has he chopped
down by now?
MAN 8: By God, he destroyed only one I owned.
MAN 5: Only your palm trees? The only ones left around here
are those with thick trunks.
(A woman’s anguished cry breaks out of the far-off murmur)
WOMAN 4: Let out the pain, woman... let it out...
WOMAN 3: The pain of a grieving mother...
ZAKARIYYA: And he destroyed Mohammed Ibrahim’s house.
MAN 12: Thank God they’re still alive. Imagine the tragedy if
they had been in the house...
ZAKARIYYA: And today...
MAN 4: Dear God...
VOICES: (All mixed up together) God have mercy on us.
… a tragedy...
… God help us...
...more than a man can bear...
…Ugh...
(the voices start to separate out)
WOMAN 3: Nowhere is safe. Nothing is safe.
MAN 7: In my whole life I’ve never seen one so evil and vicious. God protect us. It’s as if the devil himself were here
in elephant form, wreaking havoc among us.
VOICES: Dear God...
... Have you forgotten that he’s the King’s elephant?...
...Oh, what dark times these are...
ZAKARIYYA: And day after day, the victims will pile up as
the crisis builds.

S aadalla h Wannous
MAN 11: Today an innocent child, tomorrow who knows!
ZAKARIYYA: He feeds on evil, he enjoys it. The more land he
destroys, the greedier he becomes. Don’t you know about
bloodthirsty fiends? The more victims he racks up the
greater his thirst for blood. Even more blood... (projects his
voice more) more blood... more blood...
VOICES: (confused and frightened) Hear our prayers, God...
...Your will, O all-powerful and all-knowing Lord...
...Hey, everybody... You’ve forgotten that this is the King’s
elephant...
ZAKARIYYA: He’s out for our blood. Things can only get
worse from here on out.
MAN 7: Is there any blood left in our veins?
MAN 2: God watch over us...
MAN 5: Patience is the key to freedom.
ZAKARIYYA: And are we not patient, then?
VOICES: (scattered, successive) Until God grants us freedom...
ZAKARIYYA: From birth to death all we do is wait to be freed.
Patience in poverty.
MAN 11: Patience through taxes and plagues.
MAN 7: Patience through injustice and forced labor.
ZAKARIYYA: And now comes this elephant, to crush all that
remains for us.
MAN 11: Our children.
MAN 8: Our homes.
WOMAN 3: Nowhere is safe. Nothing is safe.
ZAKARIYYA: And if this goes on, will it be our turn to weep
for our children, or their turn to weep for their families?
VOICES: God forgive you...
…Nothing will harm you all except what is fated...
...We see all but can do nothing...
...God has a plan...
ZAKARIYYA: No... Our position is unbearable.
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MAN 3: Bearable... or unbearable. What can we do about it?
ZAKARIYYA: What can we do about it!
VOICES: Yes, truly... what can we really do about it?
ZAKARIYYA: I’ll tell you what we can do... We go together
and lodge a complaint with the King. We explain our
situation to the King, and implore him to answer for his
elephant’s tyranny.
VOICES: (Between confusion and fear... some begin even before
Zakariyya finishes his speech)
...Complain to the king...
...Complain to the king...
...Enter the palace...
...And why not?...
...But who are we to talk to kings?...
...We are a people wronged...
...Perhaps he’ll be inclined to listen, and take pity on us...
…They won’t let us...
...Complaining can’t hurt, even if it doesn’t help us...
...He might get angry, and then God only knows what might
happen...
(The voices begin to separate out)
WOMAN 2: Here’s a man who would dare to speak out.
MAN 7: We go and cry for help before him... Your Majesty,
please aid us...
WOMAN 3: Nothing is safe. Nowhere is safe.
WOMAN 1: By God if he heard that mother’s cry, it would
break his heart even if it were made of stone.
MAN 9: But the King loves his elephant very much.
MAN 3: As if it were his own son, or his most trusted minister.
MAN 4: They say he feeds it himself, with his own hands.
MAN 12: And bathes him as well.
MAN 3: I’ve heard that the palace guards play music when the
elephant leaves, and again when he returns.

S aadalla h Wannous
MAN 9: His every wish is the King’s command, and his every
act is law.
MAN 5: The King nearly divorced the Queen because she
didn’t get along with the elephant.
ZAKARIYYA: (Shouting) All an exaggeration... all just stories...
MAN 3: You say it’s just an exaggeration... it’s as if you don’t
live in this city.
ZAKARIYYA: (Raising his voice above the commotion) Oh,
but I live here. Who among you has seen the King feed the
elephant with his own hands, or wash the elephant himself?
Not one of you, to be sure. Perhaps he loved him. I’m not
saying he doesn’t. All Kings love their elephants. But that’s
too much!
MAN 3: I’ll admit we haven’t see it ourselves, and we’ve never
been inside the palace walls in our lives. But don’t forget
that there are servants who enter and exit. Word can still
get out.
MAN 4: But maybe what gets out is an exaggeration.
ZAKARIYYA: Servants love to embellish stories only they
could know. That’s part of their profession.
MAN 7: Certainly. Maybe they’re just trying to scare us with
tall tales, and nothing more.
MAN 9: And if what they say is true?
VOICES: They’ll throw us out mercilessly.
...The King will get angry...
…And when Kings get angry God only knows what might
happen...
ZAKARIYYA: (Calming the din) But come on, everyone, our
lives have become absolutely unlivable. What could possibly frighten us more than what we’ve already been through?
It’s like a sword hanging above our heads. More and more
victims, from one day to the next.
MAN 11: Those poor people... destroyed, with no hope of
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recovery...
WOMAN 2: Innocent children, trampled in the streets.
MAN 1: Lives and homes lost.
MAN 5: The palm trees.
MAN 6: The cattle.
WOMAN 3: (wailing) Nothing is safe.
ZAKARIYYA: Who wants their child to be the next loss, a
shapeless mass scraped off the street?
VOICES: Keep us from such evil.
...On my life, not a hair on their heads...
...What do we live for if not our children?
ZAKARIYYA: (To Man 3) You, for example. Wouldn’t you care
if you lost one of your children?
MAN 3: (shaken) Would I care! Who could say such a thing?
I’d give anything for them... (hesitating) but...
MAN 7: Who wouldn’t care about losing a child?
MAN 11: Only somebody inhuman...
ZAKARIYYA: And your very property! Does its destruction
mean nothing to you?
VOICES: Mean nothing?
...How would we live?...
…The last remnant...
...Who knows what the next day would bring?...
ZAKARIYYA: And so then. Can you be more afraid than living in constant fear, for the sake of your life, your child or
your possessions?
VOICES: No, by god…
...True words...
...Amidst this suffering, why not try?...
...Definitely...
...What are we waiting for?...
(The voices gradually become distinct)
MAN 7: True... you can’t argue with that view...
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MAN 11: We should have thought of that a long time ago.
ZAKARIYYA: And who knows? Perhaps the King didn’t know
what the elephant was doing to us.
VOICES: It’s possible.
ZAKARIYYA: They don’t say that he angers easily.
VOICES: True, true.
WOMAN 3: Long live men like you.
ZAKARIYYA: Then there’s nothing else for it. We go and bring
our complaint before the King ourselves.
VOICES: Yes, we go.
...When you put it that way...
...Anything that can get us there faster...
…We’ll meet the King...
...We’ll ask him to protect us...
ZAKARIYYA: Is anybody still not sure?
MAN 11: Not for a second!
WOMAN 3: Learned to swallow your pride, then?
MAN 3: Spare me your tongue, old woman.
MAN 7: There’s no other way.
ZAKARIYYA: Well, then, let’s go meet in the square. We’ll get
our message together, then proceed to the palace.
GIRL: Should I call my dad to go with them?
WOMAN: (speaking in a low voice) Hush... Your father can’t
leave his work.
VOICES: Alright, people...
...Let’s meet in the square...
...Altogether, altogether now...
...We’ll go to the King and tell him of our troubles...
...Men and women...
...Everyone wronged by the elephant...
...Come on...
(As they leave the noise subsides gradually)
...All of us, no exception...
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...More is better...
...Quickly...
(The stage darkens, and their steps fade to nothing)
2. Training
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(The stage is lit. An open square. The people are grouped together, with Zakariyya standing in front of them. Unclear
murmurs and commotion hover about the crowd.)
ZAKARIYYA: (quieting the noise, trying to maintain order)
Like I said before. We have to be organized, to speak
together. The more voices join in, the stronger the effect.
We’ll enter like this... (acting out what he says) we come up
before the king, taking care to show the utmost respect.
Then I will call out, as loud as I can: “Your majesty, the
Elephant...”
THE GROUP: (Their voices are not in unison. Some of them
start late, some get their lines wrong, some say something
else entirely. The dissonance grows.)
...killed Mohammad Fahad’s son, crushed him on the road and
trampled his flesh into the mud...
ZAKARIYYA: Your majesty, the Elephant...
GROUP: Nearly killed Abu Hassan last week, and he’s still laid
up in bed.
ZAKARIYYA: Your majesty, the Elephant...
GROUP: Destroyed our lives and livelihoods...
(The voices grow more and more apart, as the dissonance builds)
ZAKARIYYA: Everybody, we need to go on the same exact
beat. Our demands weaken if we don’t speak as one. We
don’t need to put so much effort into it. Just try to call out
the line at the same time. We’ll start together, and end
together. Let’s try again.
VOICES: Not too fast...
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...Yes, we do need to act with one voice...
...No chaos...
...Somebody’s not saying it right...
...One voice...
ZAKARIYYA: Alright, let’s try again... Quiet everybody, let’s
try again.
(after the noise dies down) Your majesty, the elephant...
GROUP: (discordant voices) Killed Mohammad Fahd’s son...
broke down the palm trees
ZAKARIYYA: (motioning for silence) No, no... from the beginning.
VOICES: Go back to the beginning?
...Practice makes perfect...
...We’re losing time...
ZAKARIYYA: From the beginning... better that way. The important thing is unity. Okay... Your majesty, the elephant...
GROUP: (voices beginning to harmonize) Killed Mahmoud Fahad’s son, crushed him on the road and trampled his flesh
into the mud...
ZAKARIYYA: Your majesty, the Elephant...
GROUP: Nearly killed Abu Hassan last week, and he’s still laid
up in bed.
ZAKARIYYA: Your majesty, the elephant...
GROUP: Destroyed Mohammed Ibrahim’s house. Thank God
nobody was home at the time!
ZAKARIYYA: Your majesty, the elephant...
GROUP: Killed our flocks and crushed our chickens. Death
follows him wherever he goes.
ZAKARIYYA: Your majesty, the elephant...
GROUP: Has made our lives unsafe...
ZAKARIYYA: Cry out, woman, cry out!
WOMAN 3: (distinguished from the group) Nowhere is safe.
GROUP: Not our homes and not our property.
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WOMAN 3: Nothing is safe.
GROUP: Not our children and not our lives.
No peace and no protection, no peace and no protection.
ZAKARIYYA: Then we come together to beg the King for his
mercy. Ready?... We...
GROUP: We, the poor residents of the city, came to bring our
complaints to you, to beseech the King to come to our aid.
We can’t bear it. We can’t bear it. We can’t bear it anymore.
(they start to break up and split off)
ZAKARIYYA: (waving his hand in protest)We’re still not
together on this. If our voices don’t come together as one,
if our words aren’t clear and precise, then the King won’t
understand what we want. He won’t sympathize with our
plight and he won’t take pity on our situation. This complaint does not come from one person alone, but from all
of us, so all of us should voice it together as one.
VOICES: Who messed up...
...our scattered speech will annoy the King...
...Heaven help us if he becomes annoyed...
...voices were all over the palce...
...the palace deserves respect...
...Patience, everybody...
...No hurry...
ZAKARIYYA: Silence... We will try again.
VOICES: One more time!
...Enough...
...We’ll wear out our voices...
...We’re late...
ZAKARIYYA: This is the last time. Concentrate hard, and
ignore any mistakes or mix-ups. We’re almost there, everybody. Quiet... Get ready. Your majesty, the elephant...
(the lights start to go down, gradually)
GROUP: (their voices are more unified) Killed Muhammad
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Fahad’s son, crushed him on the road and trampled his
flesh into the mud...
(as the lights fade, their voices die down as well, becoming an
echo and then disappearing)
ZAKARIYYA: Your majesty, the Elephant...
GROUP: Nearly killed Abu Hassan last week, and he’s still laid
up in bed.
ZAKARIYYA: Your majesty, the elephant...
(the distant murmur dies out, as darkness falls)
3. Before the King’s Palace
(all of the people are gathered before the gates of the palace,
which takes up the largest part of the stage, as they wait and
make a commotion)
VOICES: The guard is late.
...They won’t let us into the palace...
...Why not let us in?...
(Zakariyya’s voice) It’s the right of the people to see the King.
...The right of the people. Who thinks of rights at a time like
this?...
...What if they don’t let us in?...
...What do we do then?...
(Zakariyya’s voice) Calm down. The King must let us in to see
him.
...And what’s there to make him hear us out?...
...They say that he’s a kindly soul...
...I saw him smile on his coronation day...
...We all saw his smiles...
...But his guard is late...
...Perhaps behind that curtain...
...Perhaps the King is busy...
...We are his people...
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...Who will end this injustice then?...
...Perhaps it’s for the best...
(Zakariyya’s voice) Don’t forget. The important thing is one
voice.
...One cry...
...I see the guard...
...Here’s the guard at last...
…How should we answer?...
(the guard appears at the door to the palace)
GUARD: (with disdain) The King has permitted you to enter.
VOICES: Ah, he’s permitted us enter.
...God save the King...
...Amen...
GUARD: (cutting off the noise, with disdain growing on his
face) However, before you enter, clean your shoes well,
and shake the lice and fleas out of your clothes (the people
unenthusiastically wipe off their feet and shake their clothes)
and, most importantly, be on your best behavior as you
enter. Do not touch anything, and remember that you are
in the palace of the King, not the garbage heaps in which
you dwell.
ZAKARIYYA: There’s nothing to fear... we will remember to
be on our best behavior.
GUARD: Follow me then, and do not make a sound.
4. Before the King
(The guard proceeds, with the people behind him. Fear and
anxiety cloud the people’s faces, growing with every step
they take within the palace. Shocked whispers spread among
them.)
VOICES: Do you see the fountains?
…It’s like I’m imagining it...
...Look at the marble...
...It sparkles with every color of the rainbow...
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(Zakariyya’s voice) Walk quietly, and don’t bump into anything
with your feet.
...The guards look merciless...
...One word and they’d break your necks...
...We’re entering the palace...
(They ascend the steps to the main door. Two guards stand
outside of it, one to either side.)
...The throne will be a glorious sight....
...I’m going weak at the knees...
...This is the reception chamber...
...My heart is pounding...
...Don’t mar the carpet...
...The walls are bright as day...
...Where is the King?...
(The guard opens a door in the midst of the reception hall,
with four guards in front of it)
...Every door is guarded...
...Each door we pass is more guarded than the last...
...And their faces like they were carved out of stone...
...I’m starting to sweat...
(Girl’s voice) Where is the King hiding?
...Shhh...
...We’re going through a corridor of gold...
(Voice of Zakariyya) Steady your nerves...
...I can’t look away...
...Where are they taking us?...
...What a frightening experience!...
…There are guards in every corner now...
...Killing is like yawning to them...
...The palace is like a fortress...
(The guard stops in front of the last door, guarded by a number
of stern soldiers)
GUARD: (turning to the group, the note of disdain in his voice
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having grown even more) You are now entering the throne
room. God help you if you show any disrespect or cause
any commotion. Do not forget that appearances before the
King must follow procedure.
ZAKARIYYA: We will show how well we behave when we
come before the King, won’t we, everyone? We must be
on our best behavior. We’ll enter in straight lines, pay our
respects, then bring our complaints before the King.
VOICES: We’ll see the King...
...My head is spinning...
...My heart is pounding...
(Two guards open the doors to the gate)
GUARD: (poking his head inside, while still at the door) Some
commoners from the city at the door, your majesty.
KING: (from inside) Then let them in.
GUARD: Bow your heads and enter.
(Zakariyya comes forward, with the people behind him casting nervous glances even as their steps become hesitant)
VOICES: (trembling) The King, with the scepter in his hand...
...Bright as the sun...
...Don’t raise your head...
...The guards are like ghosts...
...In every corner and along every wall...
...The throne is high...
...The King shines like a meteor...
...The King...
(They seize up. Fear becomes a chill silence. The group hang
their heads, with Zakariyya at the fore. They take heavy
steps, bow as low as possible, and stay bowed.)
KING: What do the people desire from their King?
(A heavy heavy silence. Nobody moves. A group of bodies, still
bent over.)
KING: I have permitted you to speak. What complaints have
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you come to make?
ZAKARIYYA: (his voice shaking) Your majesty, the elephant...
KING: What news of the elephant?
VOICES: (a lone voice from among the group) Kil – (then the
voice is cut off, the speaker trembling in terror)
ZAKARIYYA: (raising his voice) Your majesty, the elephant...
KING: (grumbling) And what of the elephant?
GIRL’S VOICE: (low) Killed Mo... (the mother puts her hand
over the girl’s mouth and motions for her to be silent)
KING: What is it I hear?
ZAKARIYYA: (frustrated, raises his voice more) Your majesty,
the elephant...
KING: My patience is wearing thin. What news of the elephant?
ZAKARIYYA: (in despair, looking at the people bent over in
fear) Your majesty, the elephant...
KING: Stop saying that – Your Majesty, the Elephant – Talk or
I will have you flogged.
(Zakariyya looks back at the people in contempt and despair. A
few moments pass, then his face changes, and he turns back
to the King.)
ZAKARIYYA: (acting out what he says with his hands) We love
the elephant very much, your majesty. Like you, we love
and adore him. We are always pleased to see him strolling
through the city, and the sight of him is always a joy. It has
reached the point where we cannot imagine life without
him. And yet... we have noticed that the elephant is always
alone, and that he has not been blessed with the joy of companionship. Loneliness is beastly, your majesty, and so we,
the people, thought to come and demand that you find a
bride for the elephant to ease his loneliness, and to bring us
dozens of elephants, hundreds, even, thousands of elephant,
until the city is filled with elephants.
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VOICES: (loud whisper) The elephant, marry?
KING: (laughing out loud) This is what you have come to ask
of me?
ZAKARIYYA: Perhaps my lord will not grant us this wish.
KING: (turning to his advisors and attendants) Do you hear
that? A first-rate request. I have always said that I am lucky
to have my people. Such kind-hearted people. They are
filled with affection! Of course we will grant their request.
(strikes the scepter) Royal decrees. The first decree will
order an expedition to the lands of India to search for a
female to marry to the elephant. The second decree will
appoint this bold, courageous man to be the elephant’s
constant companion. The third decree will order the holding of a public celebration for the wedding night. Drums
will be played, food and drink will be offered to all, and the
joyous festivities will last five days and nights.
ZAKARIYYA: May God forever grant us the King’s favor.
VOICES (harsh whisper) Forever grant us the King’s favor?
KING: (laughing) I will grant your request. You may go now.
(They withdraw in total submission, and the light goes out for
a time. Afterwards, the group comes together, standing in a
line before the audience. They have shaken off the appearance of acting... then, after a few seconds...)
GROUP: This is a story.
ACTOR 5: And we are actors.
ACTOR 3: We have performed it for you to learn from it.
ACTOR 7: Now do you know why elephants exist?
ACTOR 3: Now do you know why elephants multiply?
ACTOR 5: Yet our lives are only just beginning.
ACTOR 4: When elephants multiply, another story begins.
ALL: A bloody, violent story.
We will play out that story another night.
Exeunt Omnes. End.
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The Day of Judgement
El día del juicio
by Valerie Mejer
Caso
Translated by
C. D. Wright

from the Spanish
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El día del juicio es el día en que el juicio
vuelve. Dibujas y el día
se raja cuando abres un cajón y una foto se
desliza en tu presencia:
Estás ahí con un trajecito azul (que no
recuerdas)
y tu hermano, el muerto, el que se tiró de
una ventana
tiene el mismo brazo largo de tu hija y el
mismo perfil curvo. Rozagante.
Apenas se ve un pie sobre la playa: es de tu
padre. Como si fuera la punta
de la extensión de un pulpo.
Somos pequeños, conversamos,
sucedió en un momento antes y después de
las banderas.
Antes mucho antes de Edimburgo.
¿Cómo será el hostal en el que te arrojaste y
las escaleras de las que se quejaba
el más grande de los glotones?
Tengo tu nota suicida, me la envió un
detective compasivo.
Tengo tu acta de defunción, me la envió
una poeta que vigiló la muerte
de un pulpo semejante a aquel que tuvimos
por padre. Ella, como buena
etóloga lo envió pronto y con un nota gentil. Llamas a Londres y le dices
Papá no, no se cayó del árbol que podaba
en lugar de jugar una partida brillante.
“Your brother took his own life” me dice
por teléfono
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Judgement day is the day justice returns. You are drawing and
when you open a drawer the day tears you apart
as a photograph slips into your calm:
It’s you, in a little blue outfit (you don’t really remember)
and your brother, the dead one, who flung himself from a
window,
with the same long arms of your daughter and the same curvy
profile. Robust.
On the beach, barely visible, a foot: your father’s. As if it were
the tip
of an octopus tentacle.
We are little, chattering,
just before and after the starter flag is waved.
Long before Edinborough.
What will it be like in the hostel you flung yourself from and
the stairway
the greatest glutton of all complained about?
I have your suicide note, sent by a sympathetic detective.
I have the record of your death, sent by a poet who tended over
the dying
of that octopus so like the one we had for a father.
Like a good ethologist, she sent it soon after, with a gracious
note.
You call London and tell him,
No, Papa, he did not fall from the tree he was pruning in the
field
where a brilliant game was about to be played.
“Your brother took his own life,” the detective tells me over the
phone.
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alguien amable y escocés. “He jumped from the window”, “I’m
terribly sorry”.
No jugó el Blitzkrieg de los aires. No lo mató que su novia
-bonita, muda y frágilse marchara.
Tal vez sí las hermosas caras de sus hijos a los que dejó con
una vecina
seis años antes aunque no aparecen en la nota y sólo se disculpa con extraños.
Lo mató la extensión de un pulpo casi cuarenta años antes de
morir.
Se tiró de la ventana un día antes del aniversario de bodas de
sus padres
(aunque nadie más lo recordara, pero yo soy buena para las
fechas)
¿No está aquí también el paisaje?
Mientras me baño, al alcance de la mano está el pico de chupamirto
inclinado hacía arriba. Pero Charlie no sabía nada sobre
pájaros
aunque lo hubieran retratado con una paloma en el hombro.
Sabía jugar ajedrez y sabía derrotarte.
Papá, un niño que te idolatra nunca va a vencerte. Jaque-Mate.
Charlie, si el paisaje y su latido de pájaro hubieran entrado en
la escena,
si como yo hubieras temido a los pulpos,
pero aprendiste a leer con un libro sobre la Segunda Guerra.
Yo aprendí con un libro sobre rebaños y pastores,
a la edad en que aparecemos en la foto,
tan cerca del mar, a un paso del pulpo, rubios del sol.
Para mi había un atajo: el paisaje,
el rebaño, el ser niña, la aversión a los moluscos, el amor
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Speaking kindly, sadly, “He jumped from the window.” “I’m
terribly sorry”.
He did not use the Blitzkrieg strategy. He did not take himself out when his pretty girlfriend, silent and fragile, left
him.
Maybe it was the beautiful faces of his children, left with a
neighbor
six years before, not once mentioned in the note, only his
regrets to strangers.
No, he was killed by the tentacle nearly forty years before his
actual death.
One day before the anniversary of your parents’ wedding
you hurled yourself from the window.
(no one else remembered, but I’m good with dates)
Isn’t the landscape also here?
While I’m taking a bath, my hand nearly touches the beak
of a hummingbird
hovering. But Charlie knew nothing about birds
though he’s there in the photograph with a dove on his
shoulder.
He knew how to play chess and how to defeat you.
Papa, an adoring son is never going to triumph over his
father. Checkmate.
Charlie, if the landscape and the thrumming heart of a bird
had entered the scene,
if like me you could have feared the octopus,
but no, you learned to read with a book on the Second War;
I learned with a book on shepherds and their flocks,
at the age we may have been in the photo,
so close to the sea, one step from the octopus, little blonds
of the sun.
For me there was another way through: the landscape,
the flock, the girl to be, her aversion to mollusks, her love
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por los huérfanos de Villalongín, el miedo,
la memoria de las fechas, respetar lo invisible que es ya algo
y vaporosa antesala de algo que aún no sucede. Las frases.
Incluso las frases de tu acta de defunción: 43 años, jardinero.
Ah… y los dibujos, incluso el tulipán al reversó de tu acta. Y el
color verde.
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for the orphans of Villalongin, the dread,
the memory for dates, respect for the invisible, for something
inherently present. Certain phrases.
Even the wording of your death notice: 43 years, gardener.
Ah…and the drawings, including the tulip on the other side of
the certificate.
And the color green.
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Van Cortland Park
and Memory
by J. M. Antolin
Translated by
Forrest Gander

1. Parque Van
Cortland y Memoria

from the Spanish

Larva de flecha viviente
La bandada de gansos salvajes descendiendo a la isla,
La sangre de los seres
Es un mar enfrente de los seres,
(Antaño			
Nunca agotado)
Con una reclinación doy a luz a mi padre,
Es el origen ritual de mi rodilla. Voy a ser arañado
Y configurado por la presa en el altar, no por tiempo
De cálculo, de oración que uno posee-Sólo por el flujo
Que ahora se registra con pie de voz desconocida-- ¿cómo?
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1. Van Cortland
Park and Memory
A living arrow’s larva
The flock of wild geese descending to the island,
The blood of human beings
Is a sea those beings face,
(From long ago
Never exhausted)
Leaning back, I give birth to my father,
It’s the ritual origin of my knee. I’ll be scraped together
And configured by the prey on the altar, not by time
for calculations, for prayers I might make-Only by the flow
That registers now with an unknown voiceprint-- how so?
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¿Es el trabajo de otro ser
Lo que ahora lo que está ahora sucediendo?
En lo alto-- la procesión planetaria
Elige las glándulas de un gusano, de un mamífero inadvertido
Para perpetuarse,
Toldo estoico
Que descansa en mí-- el cielo
Me alcanza con frío y me detiene;
Silencio de sed
En cielo, gestando
Embriones paralelos, tribu de testigos.
La visibilidad de los peces en el delta del rio entrando
Es idéntica a la de las aves, que flotan en lo extremo, dichas
para siempre,
Y el polvo de carretera dejado atrás en el viaje
Brilla al ascender tocado por el sol rojo y es dicho
Nosotros aceleramos en la sombra con nuestra percusión
Y dibujamos sin luz.

2. (Sacramento)

Sacramento, juguete huérfano de hueso, pájaro (altura mayor,
Gota gota de plata abrazante
Esperando el diamante en el día ocre.
La arcilla reciente-- húmeda, es mi órgano, altura mayor)
Venus, imperceptible sin el espejo húmedo de la hierba
Mente expoliada y seca el recinto de luz de la luna
No existe sin la presencia del joven avellano, en ayuno por
un mes. Sacramento.
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Is it someone else’s labor
Which now, which now passes beyond itself?
At the peak-- the planetary procession
Pepetuates itself
From the glands of a worm, some minor mammal,
That stoic awning, the sky,
goes slack over me-- it
Touches me with its cold and stops me in my tracks;
Silence of thirst
In heaven, gestating
Parallel embryos, a tribe of witnesses.
The visibility of fish in the delta of the river crossing
Rhymes with that of birds, floating in the distances, forever
spoken,
And dust our journey leaves behind in the road
Shines as, brushed by red sun, it rises and is spoken
We speed off into the shadows with our percussion
And we sketch figures in the dark.

2. (Sacramento)

Sacramento, plaything bone orphan, bird (higher,
Drop blazing silver drop
Waiting for the diamond from the day’s ocher.
Fresh clay-- wet, it’s my very organ, plenary)
Venus, imperceptible without the wet mirror of grass
Mind plundered and dry the macula of moonlight
Doesn’t exist outside the presence of that hazel boy, fasting
for a month. Sacramento.
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3. Sacramento (Génesis)
Hinchó las montañas
En días indisolubles, -Midió el viento el tamaño
De mi osamenta inadvertida
Mientras yo era formado,
Y cuando la brisa desnudó su brazo
Mis bronquios alcanzaron las costa-Flora arterial abierta,
La saliva inaugural de los ríos
Fríos-- no puede ser imaginada,
Flujo de 248
Articulaciones, igual al cuerpo
Humano, que oía erróneamente
oscuridad y luz desde un principio,
Postura de la planta de té yogi
Soñando la unión
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3. Sacramento (Genesis)
It made the mountains swell
Into indissoluble days,-The wind measured the size
Of my bones inadvertently
While I took shape,
And when the breeze bared its arm
My bronchi reached the coast-Arterial flora wide-open,
The inaugural saliva of cold
Rivers-- can’t be imagined,
Flow of 248
Joints, as in the human
Body, which I heard wrongly
Darkness and light from the start
The stance of the yogi tea plant
Dreaming of union
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4. (Traductor)
Nadie puede traducir y todo el mundo está traduciendo.
Noche lenta traduce su propio cuerpo, (por delante lenta,) el
ganado turbio traduce para
				
alcanzar el agua.
La linterna no está. Pozo viudo, y arroyo rubio que atraviesan
las cosechadoras de óxidos
				
escondidos.
Nada puede imitar al trigo adolescente que se escora
bajo rachas irregulares de brisa, o traducir
Mi dolor alcanzado
Como éxito del sol
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4. (Translator)
No one can translate and the whole world is translating.
The torpid night translates its own body, (plodding slowly
forward), cloudy cattle translate
				
themselves toward the water.
There’s no flashlight. A widowed well, and a blonde stream that
crosses combines of unseen
				oxides.
Nothing can mimic the adolescent wheat that bends
under irregular gusts of wind, or translate
My pain whelmed
As the sun hit
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5. (Noche Villegouge. La
Garonne )
Falenas transparentes negras en lo negro,
Mi respiración sin familia-Bajo ramas de higuera nocturnas, oscuras contra el cielo,
puras,
Y frutos monosílabos, remotos, -- están creciendo.
Si se elevaran por una escala superior
Alcanzarían la otra cara de la montaña, más invisible que
nunca-Donde las fronteras verbales, lentas.
Y aunque me muevo silenciosamente, no localizo
Al pájaro que emite esa voz perfecta que parece aturdir
La mente en dos épocas-- aunque sólo canta hoy, y extenderse
Desde los paños de roca invernales y refugios
Paleolíticos hasta perennes álamos de estío en mi memoria,
Transformados en cruces de abuelos-Desde la ruina del patio dislocado en la II gran Guerra
Llega hasta los tallos amparados al borde del cimiento del mar
En cuya máquina de presente se sofoca Oscuros desde mi estatura
Los higos bogando, hacia quién?
Yo, bogando hacia atrás
Mientras ellos crecen y se parten –
Entregándose a otra corriente.
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5. (Villegouge Night. The
Garonne)
Transparent black moths in the blackness,
My breathing sans family-At night, under fig branches, dark against the sky, pure,
And remote, their monosyllabic fruits-- are plumping up.
If they hoisted themselves a little higher
They would fall on the other side of the mountain, more invisible than ever-Where the slow, the verbal borders.
And though I move quietly, I can’t situate
The bird emitting those perfect notes that stun
My mind across two seasons-- although it sings only now, the
song goes on
From winter shelves of rock and paleolithic
Shelters through the perennial summer poplars in my memory,
Evoking my grandparents’ crosses-From the yard debris dislodged during the Second World War
The song carries toward the border grasses of the cemetery by
the sea
In whose mechanical present it snuffs out-Dark about my height
The fig trees rowing, to whom?
And me, rowing backwards
As they mature and break away-Surrendering themselves to another current.
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Note:
Excerpts from Un
Cadavre
by Philippe Soupault, Paul Éluard &
Joseph Delteil
Translated by
Timothy Nassau

from the French

These three texts are from Un Cadavre
(A Cadaver), an early surrealist pamphlet distributed on the occasion of the
writer Anatole France’s death.
He had become so hideous that he could
feel his ugliness with his hand.
-- A. FRANCE (Thaïs)

THE ERROR

Anatole France is not dead; he will never die. In a dozen years
we will have a new Anatole, invented by a few intrepid writers.
There are those who cannot live without this comic personality,
the “greatest man of the century,” a “master writer.” We hang on
his every word, we slide his slightest sentence under a magnifying glass and bleat: “Lovely… Magnificent… Splendid.” The
eternal master.
And yet the recently departed was not very pleasant. He only
watched out for himself, for his own peace of mind. We hear
that he was awaiting death. A pretty thought. But that aside
what, really, did he do? What did he think about? Today we are
merely placing palms on a coffin. May they weigh down and
smother this memory.
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A little dignity, gentlemen of the family! Cry all your body’s
tears! Anatole has given up his so-called soul. You may expect
nothing from his dry and flaccid memory. It is over.
Night is already falling. Those brave enough to read the obituaries will be surprised by the hollowness of the eulogies piled on
the late France. Such pitiful garlands of fake celluloid. The words
of Barrès are repeated daily: “He was a preserver.” The preserver
of the French language: so cruel, as if he were an adjutant or a
pedantic schoolmaster. I find it strange that we should waste a
few minutes bidding adieu to a corpse missing its brain! Since it
is finally all over, may we no longer speak of it.
I saw many spectacular things today. Undertakers arguing besides a coffin. A woman in mourning, veiled in black crepe, visited her moribund husband in the hospital and showed him the
new clothes she’d bought that morning while awaiting his death.
--Philippe Soupault

JUST ANOTHER OLD MAN
The face of glory, of death, that of Anatole France, alive or dead.
Corpse, we do like those who are like you. And yet they have
such a drive to persevere, just like the beauty and harmony that
fill them with pleasure, that make them smile like a father. We
know beauty, corpse, and if we devote ourselves to it, it is not
because beauty makes us smile. We only love fire because we
wish to be immolated, and water because we wish to drown.
Harmony? Harmony, my dear corpse, the knot of your tie, the
brain by your side, safe in the coffin, the tears that are so sweet,
aren’t they.
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The one thing I cannot think of without tears in my eyes, Life,
persists in those negligible things that depend entirely on tenderness for support. Skepticism, irony, cowardice, France, the
French spirit, what are they? A great breeze of forgetfulness
takes me far from here. Could it be that I have never seen or
heard that which dishonors Life?
--Paul Éluard

ANATOLE FRANCE; OR,
GILDED MEDIOCRITY
No, I cannot, I will not say it: Master. The title has discrimination and gravity that this philistine did not. A lowbrow: the
lowest of the low. The difference between A. France and a ribbon clerk is one of quantity and not quality. And I only admire
--I only love--quality.
Yes, women swoon at his prose, I know. But what about men?
This mediocre man succeeded in pushing the boundaries of
mediocrity. This writer of talent pushed his talent to the cusp of
genius. But only to the cusp.
There is a story that when M. Léopold Kahn told him, “You
are the greatest of men!” Anatole France responded, “I am civilized, at least.” How prophetic. It brings me great joy, using that
word in the meanest way, books bound in calfskin, in fine feelings, a morning cup of tea, civilized, yes my dear, civilized. We
need barbarians.
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Polite? This man was infinitely and utterly polite, in dress and
manner. He was as polished as a pearl, but by way of an onion…
We are thirsty and we are hungry! Anatole France is a buffet of
hors d’oeuvres.
The truth is he does not interest me and he does not interest us.
Absolute indifference. He played no role in our lives, our pursuits, our struggles. He lived alone, hermetically sealed. He had
no interest in the passionate young, no words, no signs. We are
as little interested in him as he was in us--is this not our right?
They say he was our Voltaire! Voltaire, yes, and nothing but Voltaire. We do not need Voltaires (minor Voltaires are on the rise),
but Rousseaus, Bonapartes, Robespierres…
And why be impressed by his communism? Where action is
lacking, words are stale. Blanqui spent forty years in prison. I
only recognize convicts as communists.
Of course, Anatole France owed it to the salons, the lounge lizard par excellence.
He is an empty vase, a trinket that pleases the eye a moment but
leaves one’s essence unscathed. Its formal perfection lacks depth
and fluid. Empty! Within him and around him is emptiness. His
books fall through your fingers like sand. His life’s work is built
on sand.
He is a geometric plane--one dimensional. Today his cynicism,
the dark side of his intelligence, seems so facile and simple.
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The only thing that works in his universe is memory. Reminiscences, chosen with taste. And I certainly do not dismiss taste.
I do not dismiss grace, mental agility, good conduct, clarity of
language, harmony and honey; but without soul, those stale
virtues are worthless.
This skeptic, this lovable skeptic leaves me cold. I am impassioned by passion. Hope, liver, sweat, and blood make me dizzy.
I love life, my heart only beats for life.
Anatole France is dead.
--Joseph Delteil
[October 18, 1924]
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The Man Who
Learned to Fly
from Bajky a podpovídky (1946)
by Karel Čapek
Translated by
Andrew Malcovsky
from the Czech
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Mr. Tomšík walked down the street
beneath the Vinohrady hospital. He was
on his evening constitutional, for Mr.
Tomšík was particular about his health
and was such a rabid sportsman that he
attended all of the league matches. He
walked lightly and quickly in the spring
twilight, only coming upon pair of lovers here and there, or someone from
Strašnice. I should buy a pedometer,
he thought, so I know how many steps
I have taken in a day. And suddenly he
remembered a dream he had three days
before: he was walking down the street,
but there was a woman with a child’s
stroller in his way; he pushed off with his
left foot lightly and suddenly rose about
three meters in the air, flying over the
woman with the stroller and gliding back
to the ground. This did not startle him
at all in his dream; it struck him as very
matter-of-fact and unusually pleasant-it only struck him as slightly odd that
no one had ever tried it before. It was
so easy: he just had to wave his feet a bit,
as though he were on a bicycle, and once
again he rose upwards, gliding to a second-story height and lightly regaining
the ground. It sufficed to push off and fly
again as effortlessly as twirling streamers
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around a maypole; he didn’t even have to land again, just move
his legs like so and fly on. Mr. Tomšík had laughed out loud in
his dream that no one else had discovered this yet. “It is easier
and more natural than walking, after all,” Mr. Tomšík realized in
his dream, “I must try it tomorrow when I am awake.”
That dream had been three days before, Mr. Tomšík remembered. What a pleasant dream it was; it was so easy--well, it
would be wonderful, if one could fly like that, just by pushing
off with the foot a bit. Mr. Tomšík looked around. No one was
walking behind him. Just for fun, Mr. Tomšík started running
a bit and pushed off with his left foot, as if he were jumping over
a muddy puddle. At that he rose about three meters in the air
and flew, flew in an even arc in the air. This did not surprise him
at all; it was really quite natural, a little thrilling, like a ride on a
carousel. Mr. Tomšík almost shouted in boyish delight, but he
was already nearing the ground thirty meters down the road,
and he noticed it was muddy there. He waved his legs as he had
in his dream, and immediately rose higher, landing lightly and
without injury some fifteen meters on, right behind the man
who was walking melancholically towards Strašnice. The man
looked back suspiciously; clearly he did not enjoy having someone right behind him whose footsteps he had not heard. Mr.
Tomšík went by him as innocently as possible; he was afraid he
might push off with too energetic a step and begin to fly once
more.
“I have to test this out systematically,” Mr. Tomšík said to
himself, and started returning home the same way he had come,
but he only met the same lovers and a railwayman. He crossed
the street into an empty lot where they used to store ballast; it
was already dark, but Mr. Tomšík feared he might not remember how the next day. He pushed off more firmly this time, but
he only flew a little over a meter high and had somewhat of a
hard landing.
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He tried it again, helping out with his arms, as though he
were swimming; now he flew a good eighteen meters high, in
a neat semi-circle, and landed as neatly as a dragonfly. He was
about to try it a third time, but a ray of light fell on him and a
hard voice asked: “What’s all this, then?” It was a police officer
on patrol.
Mr. Tomšík startled terribly and stammered that he was in
training. “Look, move along and train somewhere else,” the
patrolman snapped, “just not here.” Mr. Tomšík didn’t understand why he could train somewhere else but not there, but he
was an obedient man and so wished the patrolman good night
and left immediately, full of fear that he would take off again.
That might have been suspicious to the police.
Scarcely had he reached the National Institute for Health
than he again jumped into the air, lightly clearing a wire fence
and, with the aid of his hands, he flew over the institutional
yard right to the other side, to Korunní Avenue, where he landed right in front of a waitress carrying a mug of beer. She cried
out and took flight. Mr. Tomšík guessed that flight at two hundred meters; it struck him as an excellent start.
He trained diligently in the next few days, only at night in
out-of-the-way places, of course, especially in the vicinity of
the Jewish cemetery over in Olšany. He tried various methods,
starting from a sprint or with a dead jump from one spot, for
example, or playfully, just waving his legs. He attained heights
above a hundred meters, but could get no higher. He developed further landing techniques; from a gliding touchdown to
a slow vertical landing, which relied on the work of the arms;
he also learned to control his speed and change direction in
the air, to fly against the wind, to fly with cargo, to rise or fall
according to necessity and similar things. It was simple and
easy; Mr. Tomšík was all the more astounded that people hadn’t
discovered this yet; perhaps it was as simple as the fact that no
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one before him had simply tried to push off with one foot and
fly. Once he remained in the air for the duration of seventeen
minutes, but then he got caught in some telephone wires and
landed, much to his relief. One night he tried to fly on Ruská
Avenue; he was flying maybe four meters up when he spotted
two patrolmen underneath him; he turned at once into the yard
of a villa while the shocked whistles of the police sounded behind him. He returned on foot a little while later and saw six
patrolmen searching the yard with electric torches, supposedly
for a thief who had scaled the fence.
Then Mr. Tomšík realized that flying offered him unprecedented possibilities, but nothing decent occurred to him. One
night he caught sight of an open window on the fourth floor on
Jiří z Lobkovic Square; Mr. Tomšík rose up with a sharp takeoff,
sat down on the windowsill, at a loss how to proceed. He heard
someone in a firm and deep sleep, so he clambered into the
room. Since he had no intention of stealing, he stood there with
the same awkward and embarrassed feeling you get in anyone
else’s apartment. Mr. Tomšík sighed and climbed back out the
window, but to leave some trace of his presence and proof of his
athletic feat, he took a piece of paper out of his picket and wrote
on it with a pencil: “I was here! The Avenging X.” He put the
paper on the sleeper’s nightstand and quietly descended from
the fourth floor. Once he got home he found that the paper
had been an envelope addressed to him, but he didn’t have the
courage to return for it. He was terribly afraid for several days
that the police would come investigate, but surprisingly nothing
came of it.
After some time Mr. Tomšík felt that he should not have
to practice his flying as a secret and private entertainment; but
he did not know how to reveal his discovery to the public. It
was just so easy; push off with the foot and assist with the arms,
and anyone could fly like a bird. Maybe it would become a new
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sport; or certainly it could ease the congestion of the streets if
one could walk through the air. And there wouldn’t be any need
for elevators. It would have quite a large impact; Mr. Tomšík
did not know exactly of what sort, but it would clearly take off
on its own. Every great discovery starts off as a simple game.
Mr. Tomšík had a neighbor at home, a chubby young man
named Vojta, and he did something for the newspapers. Yes, he
was editor of the sports edition or something. So Mr. Tomšík
visited that Mr. Vojta one day, and after much ado finally managed to say he had something interesting to show him. He was
so painfully secret about it, that Mr. Vojta could barely help
from just asking what the devil was going on. Nevertheless he
recovered himself, started talking and went with Mr. Tomšík to
the Jewish cemetery at about nine o’clock in the evening.
“So have a look, Mr. Vojta,” Mr. Tomšík said; he pushed
off with his foot and rose to a height of five meters. He went
through his routine there, landing, taking off again waving his
arms, and even stood motionless in mid-air for a good eight
seconds. Mr. Vojta got terribly serious and started looking to
see Mr. Tomšík was doing it. Mr. Tomšík showed it to him
painstakingly: just push off with the foot, and there you are;
no, there was nothing spiritual in it, no, no higher power was
necessary to do it, or strength of will, or muscular exertion; one
just jumped up and flew. “Just try it yourself,” he suggested, but
Mr. Vojta shook his head. ‘There must be some special trick to
it, he thought distractedly. But I’ll find it.’ And Mr. Tomšík was
not to show anyone else in the meanwhile.
Later he made Mr. Tomšík fly in front of him with a fivekilogram brick in his hands; it wasn’t as easy, and he only got
three meters in the air, but Mr. Vojta was satisfied. After the
third flight Mr. Vojta said: “Listen, Mr. Tomšík, I don’t want
to scare you, but this is very serious business. Flying like this
under your own power could have a great impact. Defending
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the state, for example, do you understand? It must be dealt with
scientifically. You know, Mr. Tomšík, you will have to entrust
this to the experts. I will arrange it.”
And so it happened that Mr. Tomšík stood in boxer shorts
before a panel of four men in the courtyard of the National Institute for Physical Education. He was terribly ashamed of his
state of undress, had stage fright, and shook with cold, but Mr.
Vojta had demanded it be so: they couldn’t have seen how it was
done were he not in the boxer shorts. One of the men, big and
bald, was himself the university professor of physical education;
he looked quite contemptuous; one could see from the way he
held his nose that he considered the whole thing nonsense from
a scientific standpoint. He looked impatiently at his watch and
grumbled.
“So, Mr. Tomšík,” Mr. Vojta said excitedly, “show us the running start first.”
Mr. Tomšík, startled, ran two steps.
“Wait,” the expert interrupted him. “Your starting position is
terrible. You have to put all your weight on your left foot, do you
understand? Once again!”
Mr. Tomšík returned and started to put his weight onto his
left foot.
“And your arms, sir,” the expert instructed him. “You don’t
know what to do with your arms. You must hold them like this
to keep your chest loose. And you were holding your breath as
you started running last time. Once again!”
Mr. Tomšík was confused: he really didn’t know what to do
with his hands and how to breathe; he began uncertainly, checking to see where his weight was centered.
“Now!” cried Mr. Vojta.
Mr. Tomšík goggled and ran: he was just about to take off
when the expert said: “Poorly done! Once again!”
Mr. Tomšík tried to stop, but he couldn’t; he weekly pushed
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off with his left foot and flew maybe a meter in the air; but since
he wanted to comply, he aborted his flight and stayed put on
the ground.
“Just awful,” the expert shouted. “You have to bend! You
have to get on the balls of your feet and bend at the knees! And
you have to have your arms forward, do you understand? Your
arms transfer momentum, sir; it is a natural movement. Wait,”
the expert said, “I will show you. Watch carefully how I do it.”
Therewith he took off his coat and got into starting position.
“Notice, sir: my weight is on my left foot; nose straight, body
inclined forward; I hold my elbows back to expand my chest.
Do it like me!”
Mr. Tomšík did it like him; never in his life had he felt so
uncomfortably contorted.
“You have to try it,” the expert ordered. “And look at me
now! I stick my left leg out first--” the expert did so, ran six
steps, pushed off, jumped, describing a beautiful arc with his
arms; whereupon he landed elegantly, knees bent, arms forward. “That’s how it is done,” he said, tugging at his pants. “Do
it just like I did.”
Mr. Tomšík, dubious and unhappy, looked at Mr. Vojta. Did
it have to be this way?
“Once more,” said Mr. Vojta, and Mr. Tomšík contorted
himself as he had been instructed. “Now!”
Mr. Tomšík got his legs mixed up; he ran left foot forward.
‘It doesn’t matter; if I just bend my knees like this and hold
my arms in,’ he thought carefully as he ran. He almost forgot
to jump; he quickly took off--‘got to keep my knees bent’, he
thought. He leapt a half meter high and landed a meter and a
half away. He at once bent his knees and held his arms forward.
“But Mr. Tomšík,” cried Mr. Vojta, “you didn’t fly! Once
more, please!”
Mr. Tomšík began running once more. He only jumped a
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meter forty, but fell to his knees and threw his arms up . He was
soaked in sweat and could feel his heart in his throat. ‘God, just
let them leave me alone,’ he thought in defeat.
He tried twice more that day; then they left him alone.
*
From that day on Mr. Tomšík could no longer fly.
Lidové noviny, 1 May 1938
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“...and the Torso-That Would Be the
Life!”
by Ivan Vyskočil
Translated by
Andrew Malcovsky
from the Czech
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Since that evening I’ve looked at myself, others, and the world through different
eyes. Knowing my own worth, I can appraise others.
A man visited us. That evening. A spiritual-looking fellow, ascetic in appearance.
He rang, entered the kitchen, where we were
still eating, seated himself at the table, put
on his glasses and took papers out of his
briefcase. I don’t mean to impose,” he said,
“just keep eating. Eat while you still can.
But he doesn’t reap wheat with his sickle…”
He raised his eyes to the ceiling.
“But people!”
Then he looked at me as though the
Grim Reaper himself were perched on my
shirt. I straightened up and ran my hand
along my collar. The man nodded his head
and his eyes fastened on my two darling
daughters.
“Oh, children, children are the joys of
life,” he said with a resigned smile, stroking my little Barbora’s hair. “Oh yes, joys.
While they live. Lively, no? Alive, yes? Oh,
yes, yes. God, there are so many cars these
days, so many cars. The poor dears. No,
no, I don’t want to frighten, why on earth
would your daughters end up under a car?
There are other dangers, some very small,
even unnoticeable, and invisible to the na-
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ked eye. Maybe microbes! And to defend against them! Are
the children vaccinated? Of course, of course, but there are viral
diseases too, I shudder to contemplate, oh God, and how can
one rely on medicine!”
“The man gazed off, clearly moved. It was clear that here
we had medicine at its limits. I insured my darling daughters
for fifteen thousand crowns each in the event of death. So they
would get something out of it.
“Of course, I wish you nothing ill. Only the best. But fifteen
thousand in that time of pain as though it had fallen from the
sky! Thirty thousand all together, if it is both at once, if it is
infectious.” The man stroked the hair of the younger, my little Markéta, and gazed at me. “Your wife looks pretty,” he said
expertly. “Pretty, but a little jaundiced. Perhaps it’s the light?
Sometimes…”
I insured my wife for fifteen thousand as well.
“Well, you see, now you’ll get forty-five thousand,” added the
man. You could do something with that. Especially with these
family problems behind you.”
I had myself insured for ten thousand. Not that I was going
to die sooner; heart attack, cancer, accidents. I’ve just had an
inferiority complex ever since I was a child.
I thought that with the family wrapped up, our friendly visit
would end. But no. The man reached into his briefcase anew,
came out with a little book, and slid it over to me furtively, as if
it were dissident literature or pornography.
“Have a look,” he whispered excitedly. “It’s not all there, but
it is understandable, it gives the idea, we can’t reveal all the combinations. It’s just an outline. Well, have a look.”
I read. If I lose a leg below the knee, I get 8,000. Above
the knee, 12,000. The right thumb makes 1,560, each additional
finger 400. An eye brings 3,500; both, 10,000. Then the arm to
the elbow, to the shoulder, individual hands, feet, ribs, ears, the
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nose…
It looked like a menu of human parts.
“Think about it realistically. It’s surely painful, but quite
advantageous. A man doesn’t really like to think about it, it’s
always a loss, but a few thousand in the hand--” he hesitated-“but a few thousand on the table would be quite the ointment.
We must think realistically.”
I thought realistically.
A freezer, that’s the left leg below the knee, and there is still
some left over for the carpets. A radio can be had for the left
thumb. But something better, maybe a stereo and record player, would take the whole hand. And the torso…
I read up, I thought about it, and I signed up.
After dinner I went down to the Red Knight for a beer. A
man was sitting there who was already drinking through his
third hundred in despair. He needed to find twenty thousand
for a place and still didn’t know how or where. So he drank
every day in self-pity. For over than a year already. I sat next
to him and gave him some advice. Two legs above the knee,
one each, you’re husband and wife, after all, right? And there’s
an apartment as neat as can be. With elevator access. And a
few extra hundreds in hand to fix it up. Right then and there
I made my first profit. Eight hundred! Four teeth at 150 each
and a deviated septum at 260. Eight hundred! They took sixty
from me. Some state tax, maybe. Or for disposal of the teeth. I
don’t know. I would have regretted not being insured, because
that guy gave me a couple of really good ones to the face. Jealous. And I’m still saving, since I can only eat soup. Ah, I have
invested well. Fortune shines upon me.
And the torso? Oh, the torso; that would be the life!
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Twenty-Four
by Yoko Tawada
Translated by
Susan Bernofsky

from the German
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My brain dangles from a single
thread, a small parcel borne aloft in the
cross-breeze, thinking not even of thinking of nothing. Jawbone, nose bone, tear
bone: so many bones in the head. Packaged in a thin skin. You can buy them at
a toy store. I’m not a marionette, at most
I’m a mobile. Don’t lie once, lie twice.
The first lie and its friend will find their
footing together. If I were to succeed
in becoming a beginner again, I could
wobble on my feet without a care in the
world. Leave the direction you fall in up
to chance. Your palms absorb heat from
the stone’s bottommost layer. I turn my
hips to receive a ball like a special guest.
This ball is just dense fog that has thickened and become round. When a ball
is bigger than my head, nothing good
can come of it. What could this ball be
thinking? I know the proper stance for
holding a ball. But do I know the ball
itself? What is being held? What are its
holdings? It dissolves instantly once I
start combing the wind’s mane. Do not
burden your knees with heavy thoughts.
The dead, slumbering in the flesh of your
thighs, are more resilient. I open this
female grave and dig out my own body
with unpolished nails. They burrow and

Yoko T awada
babble in the night. Delicious words bubble up from the black
cells. I speak the language of my hands, which know no gestures. They keep still, rejecting all binge drinking without saying no. Are you ready to become a crane? When my wings
open diagonally, lightning flashes about my eyebrows. The right
wing grazes the unstable clouds, the left, the populace. Lop the
branches from that annoying bush and then the other bush as
well to arrive at a small beach. In a hot, salty current deep with
colors and folds, the final battle dance of the whales is taking
place. Seventy percent for the future, thirty for the past. More
and more politicians are putting on track suits. I tighten the
strings on an old pear harp and hold it ambiguously. As both
weapon and musical instrument. A rationalist with a freshlypeeled apple face attacks me. An unexpected frontal attack.
Four steps backward. By quietly withdrawing, I am ensuring
my victory. My right arm overtakes the hour hand, while my
left turns back time. The second ball that I catch as I am doing
so is no longer called the terrestrial sphere, now it’s a globe. It
smells of coffee. Or is it that same green egg from the old phoenix? My affections are wingéd, one-sided. A pregnant bird once
refused to make me a tree. This headless memory flew away
from me, and I grasped at its tail feathers. Every parting can
recur in the form of a dance. Don’t hold on to a bird that needs
a nest. For you yourself are the peacock, more than any peacock. The whip of transformation is whistling. Its oscillations
tear me away from myself to freedom. I spin the threads of cotton candy: a favorite pastime of all idlers. Even the clouds taste
sweet: no wonder, for they are the daydreams of water. I read
its whorls and its parables from right to left. They are written
white on white. The whip whistles once more. Disembark from
time. Every portrait is a bus stop for a facial feature. What lies
upon the right hand, which has been left behind? The sweaty
map of a battlefield. Reorient to face front and then ascend the
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sleepy tower: not for a bond of blood, but for the band of street
musicians with their dogs. I don’t haggle with them, I follow
their lead. In the distance, enemies of friends and friends of
enemies approach. I leap down from the tower, landing uninjured upon a well-tended family-friendly lawn. I had no wish
to strike anyone with my kick. It was just an exercise in keeping my balance. Monday is trying to intimidate me, so I seize
it by the ears. It changes back into the familiar moon that has
its days and its hours of glory. A second challenger is creeping
up from behind. Its name is Tuesday or toothpick. I screw
my right leg into the mat and jab my left into the gut of the
workweek. Thunder. The sky trembles with all its clouds and
the absent sun. The week is over. Suddenly I smell the word
snake inside me, I crouch down with legs extended. Who is
half animal, half ship? The harbor opens toward the rear. Will
my affronted freight accompany me? The word crane draws me
to my feet. The name of any bird makes me proud in the region
between neck and chest. It is a human right to be an animal.
Change direction and play out the reverse. Without thinking
of the next form. Nor even of the self, for often the self belongs
to the past. The waist sash circles the focal point of my writing.
One who thinks his way forward radically with his left hand
should not neglect his right temple. The East vanished long
ago. On a sphere, every change of direction is just an excuse.
A breeze from the right, then another from the left. I know
them, I’ve traveled without a ticket on a breath of air. Then I
thickened my script, loosened it, aired it out, spun it and wove
it. As a child, I had a faithless weaver for a wet nurse. She forsook her shuttle and slipped into a secret hole. She was naked,
not political. At least not yet. The flutterings of woven fabric:
these are my hands. The silk thread shimmers blue and loud. A
needle lies beneath dark green seawater. It is the magic needle
that the monkey hero once used to calm the stormy seas. I bow
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down politely, elbows loose, to pick it up. Look out! A romantic
fisticuff! The blow misses its mark. My right ulna tips forward,
and the fist strikes my self-image. An example of lever action.
The hole in my consciousness now has the shape of my fist. I let
my hand slip into this hole insightfully, pulling it on like a glove.
But where is my crisis satchel? It’s time to set off. Let me briefly
address the left and right continents once more, so as to enter
the last circle of exhalation. I become a line, a dot, and then a
stillness, the stillness of life standing still.
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Gematria’s Shakespeare and/or
Shakespeare’s
Gematria
by Becky Willner

a) What exactly do we do when we
translate?
b)What exactly do we create when
we translate?
c) Does it equal the “original”?
(oh no, is it worse?)
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Sonnet #17

Who will believe my verse in time to come,
If it were filled with your most high deserts?
Though yet heaven knows it is but as a tomb
Which hides your life and shows not half your parts.
If I could write the beauty of your eyes,
And in fresh numbers number all your graces,
The age to come would say ‘This poet lies:
Such heavenly touches ne’er touched earthly faces.’
So should my papers, yellowed with their age,
Be scorned, like old men of less truth than tongue,
And your true rights be termed a poet’s rage
And stretched metre of an antique song:
But were some child of yours alive that time,
You should live twice, in it, and in my rhyme.
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Sonnet #17
Sonnet #17

500860 50093030 2530954005 40700 4005901005 950 2009405 20060 360405,
96 9200 5005905 69303054 50092008 7006030090 4060100200 8978 45100590200100?
20086030078 7005200 851400550 205060500100 9200 9100 2300200 1100 1 20060402
5008938 8945100 7006030090 30965, 1504 100860500100 5060200 81306 7006030090 70190200100.
96 9 360300304 5009092005 20085 251300200700 606 7006030090 57005100.
1504 950 69051008 50300402590100 50300402590 13030 7006030090 790135100,
20085 175 50060300304 360405 1001700 20089100 70605200 3095100;
10030038 85140055030700 20060300385100 505’590 200603003854 5190200830700 6135100.’
10060 100860300304 40700 70170590100, 700530306050054 50092008 20085990 175,
25 100360905054, 309205 60304 40550 606 305100100 200903002008 2008150 200605073005,
1504 7006030090 200903005 90978200100 25 2005904054 1 70605200’100 90175
1504 1002009052003854 405200905 606 150 1502009803005 10060507:
2300200 5005905 10060405 389304 606 7006030090100 13094005 20081200 2009405,
70060300 100860300304 3094005 200500935, 950 9200, 1504 950 40700 908700405.
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= 568 569 456 740 600 59 254 260 108,
= 15 209 600 84 719 1150 400 32 540?
= 583 905 469 730 209 109 502 101 1 302
= 528 162 1150 50 55 768 310 45 1150 461.
= 15 9 397 804 213 1226 66 1150 810.
= 55 59 209 587 487 61 1150 206,
= 285 13 894 105 801 317 335 144;
= 438 1199 676 150 580 1034 114.’
= 160 502 740 236, 1334 717 212 13,
= 7 312 64 94 95 66 235 798 259 622,
= 55 1150 595 414 7 344 1 435 103
= 55 815 340 66 51 645 217:
= 502 600 205 54 66 1250 445 409 254,
= 1060 502 444 717, 59 209, 55 59 740 843.

122-123
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Sonnet #17 in sound = ?
Sonnet
#17 in sound = ?
(an excerpt)

Fire hunter: sick sheep hate ﬁre hunter. sick sheep night force under read ﬁfe tea slick several under-fed forth he
sticks under-read if tea Nile tomb other end if he forgot tool Huns turn red thief he forms to understand ends sticks
and tea one hurls dead hate,

an excerpt:
568 569 456 740 600 59 254 260 108, =

ﬁghting tools under the bed night sick under the bed he ate before Evan’s under the bed -- nice teen! -- run through
sand what hunch, dread shifty forts under the desk thirsty to ﬁre under the bed forest trees?

124-125

15 209 600 84 719 1150 400 32 540? =
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

3614
3748
3911
4679
4690
3418
2894
4191
3914
2552
3104
2189
3785
4688

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

if too many woes within us wander, cede
whether whimsy wains awaits sad,
well then romanticize the romance of the romans’ roaming epitaphs! a idea!
so just plant anacoluthon in your garden, pluck the grammar weed,
sprout what will the pungent in sigh and pernicious tangents.
give shade like a book cover to the if sweating words:
moisture makes ink cry salty (heh)
and xenophobic against those appropriated syllable-sprouts. a caged idea
through bars branches a thick rooted and liquid sound, seismic in calm weight.
the silent isn’t necessarily asleep: sigh Cain blah.
shut the door to keep the weeds in please walk and be
cautious these are historical seams (a high age):
you yawn the year’s press
gowned in your antiquated anomalies blend into shade. he at yesterday ails

Sonnet # 17 = ?
Sonnet #17 = ?
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568 569 456 740 600 59 254 260 108,
15 209 600 84 719 1150 400 32 540?
583 905 469 730 209 109 502 101 1 302
528 162 1150 50 55 768 310 45 1150 461.
15 9 397 804 213 1226 66 1150 810.
55 59 209 587 487 61 1150 206,
285 13 894 105 801 317 335 144;
438 1199 676 150 580 1034 114.’
160 502 740 236, 1334 717 212 13,
7 312 64 94 95 66 235 798 259 622,
55 1150 595 414 7 344 1 435 103
55 815 340 66 51 645 217:
502 600 205 54 66 1250 445 409 254,
1060 502 444 717, 59 209, 55 59 740 843.

Can
Sonnet
#17 =one + the next one?
Can Sonnet #17 this
= this
+ the
next
+ the next one + the next one ?
a) The Decline of the Roman Empire (as according to Shakespeare).

126-127

(66) Emperor Nero creates the Legion I Italica
(1) Tiberius quells
(64) Persecutions of Christians
revolts in Germania
started in Rome under Nero
(205) Hadrian’s wall restored
(1) Silk appears
(54) Claudius poisoned
in rome
(45) Claudius expels Jews from Rome
(9) Ovid banished
(59) Year starts on a Monday
(108) Doctor’s visits
(1) Ovid’s
(50) Romans learn use
replace house calls
Metamorphoses
of soap from Gauls
(108) Tacitus’ Histories
(59) Nero has his mother
(206) Gallus, future emperor, born.
(7) Illyrians revolt
executed
(101) Epictetus’ The Discourses
(213) Victorious Caracalla takes
(51) Domitian born.
(114) Trajan defeats Parthians
title “Germanicus”
(7) Gnaeus Domitius (55) Nero expels
(109) Christian church
(150) The earliest atlas is made
(213) Claudius II, future emperor, born
Corbulo born
his mother
proclaims itself to be
(55) Jurist Sabinus
universal (catholic)
(144) Roman campaigns
(217) Battle of Nisibius
Cruciﬁxion (32)
writes 3 books on rights
(103) The Tenth Twin Legion in Mauretania begin.
1
of citizens
moves to Germany.
240
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(15) Agrippina the younger born
(94) Domitian bans philosophers from Rome.
(209) Geta becomes emperor
Biography of Augustus (55) Emperor Nero becomes consul
(209) Roman legions at war in Scotland
published by Nicholas (55) Epictetus born
(95) latest date for writing of
(209) Saint Alban dies
of Damascus (15)
(55) Brittanicus killed The Book of Revelation
(209) The year starts on a Sunday
|
(59) Petronius’
(84) Construction of
(160) Suetonius dies
(13) Strabo
Satyricon
Roman limes begins
(235) Pope Anterus
publishes book
(61) Queen Boudicca of the Iceni leads
(162) Lucius Verus begins war with
becomes Pope
on shape of the earth
a Celtic revolt in Britain and dies.
the Parthians due to the invasion of
(236) Pope Fabian
(13) Tiberius’ triumphal
(66) Jewish revolt commences
Syria and Armenia by Vologases IV
becomes Pope.
procession over Germania
(66) Petronius dies
(66) Hailey’s comet
(59) Publius Clodius Thraesea Paetus retires from the senate
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Can Sonnet #17 = this?

Can sonnet #17 = this?

ifif

zero one two three four ﬁve six seven eight nine

=

Nero what tomb threat before ﬁre sick heaven hate knife

fire sick hate ﬁre sick knife before ﬁre sick heaven before Nero sick Nero Nero ﬁre knife threat ﬁre before tomb sick Nero what Nero hate,
what ﬁre tomb Nero knife sick Nero Nero hate before heaven what knife what what ﬁre Nero before Nero Nero threat tomb ﬁre before Nero?
ﬁre hate threat knife Nero ﬁre before sick knife heaven threat Nero tomb Nero knife what Nero knife ﬁre Nero tomb what Nero what what threat Nero tomb
ﬁre tomb hate what sick tomb what what ﬁre Nero ﬁre Nero ﬁre ﬁre heaven sick hate threat what Nero before ﬁre what what ﬁre Nero before sick what.
what ﬁre knife threat knife heaven hate Nero before tomb what threat what tomb tomb sick sick sick what what ﬁre Nero hate what Nero.
ﬁre ﬁre ﬁre knife tomb Nero knife ﬁre hate heaven before hate heaven sick what what what ﬁre Nero tomb Nero sick,
tomb hate ﬁre what threat hate knife before what Nero ﬁre hate Nero what threat what heaven threat threat ﬁre what before before;
before threat hate what what knife knife sick heaven sick what ﬁre Nero ﬁre hate Nero what Nero threat before what what before.’
what sick Nero ﬁre Nero tomb heaven before Nero tomb threat sick, what threat threat before heaven what heaven tomb what tomb what threat,
heaven threat what tomb sick before knife before knife ﬁre sick sick tomb threat ﬁre heaven knife hate tomb ﬁre knife sick tomb tomb,
ﬁre ﬁre what what ﬁre Nero ﬁre knife ﬁre before what before heaven threat before before what before threat ﬁre what Nero threat
ﬁre ﬁre hate what ﬁre threat before Nero sick sick ﬁre what sick before ﬁre tomb what heaven:
ﬁre what tomb sick Nero Nero tomb Nero ﬁre ﬁre before sick sick what tomb ﬁre Nero before before ﬁre before Nero knife tomb ﬁre before,
what Nero sick Nero ﬁre Nero tomb before before before heaven what heaven, ﬁre knife tomb Nero knife, ﬁre ﬁre ﬁre knife heaven before Nero hate before
threat.

+

11:50 home
11:50 I wish I could

7:40 Ice cream? Not now.

6:00 This one.

5:02 I click

b) (for numbers post 476 that can be articulated by our standard measurements of daily hours and minutes)
Time diary of the evening of May 2nd
5:02 I open my email
5:02 I hit refresh
5:02 I read
5:28 I hear my name
5:40 I ﬁnish speaking: what was I saying?
6:00 I press play.
6:00 No, not this one.
6:22 Microwave beeps: soup.
6:45 Am I still hungry?
7:17 I think about how nice nice sleep sounds.
7:19 I pretend I don’t want to .
7:19 But I still do.
7:30 Coffee.
7:40 Bandaids? Yes,
7:40 Conditioner? Yes.
8:01 Friend is 1 minute late
8:04 Friend is 4 minutes late.
8:10 Friend arrives.
8:15 We wait.
8:43 I don’t have much time.
9:05 I wonder where she is.
10:34 I wish I wasn’t at work.
11:50 I wish I could go home
11:50 again
11:50 sleep
11:50 again
12:26 Friends switch places.
12:50 I agree
13:34 I don’t understand.
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Fall of Rome continued

(414) Pulcheria proclaims
herself Empress in the East.
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(254) Empire threatened by the Alemanni, Franks and Marcomanni in Germania,
(254) and the Goths in the Danube region and Asia Minor, and by the Persians in the East.

(444) Death of Cyril of Alexandria

(445) Edict of Valentianian III
issued against the Manichaeans

(409) Alaric lays siege to
Rome a second time.

(335) Constantine I consecrates the
church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem.

(344) Battle of Singara

(438) Last known
Gladiator combat in
the Coliseum.
(461) Western Roman
Emperor, Majorian, dies

(317) Licinius recognise Constanstine I as
(400) Italy ﬁrst invaded by Alaric
(259) Postumus, governor of Gaul,
senior emperor and executes Valerius Valens
proclaims himself Emperor
(456) Capua destoryed by Vandals
(260) Postumus, usurper, forms the
(312) Battle of Milvian Bridge
(397) Council of Carthage
Gallic empire.
(312) Constantine I promotes a policy
(469) Vandals
of state sponsorship of Christianity.
(435) Vandals allowed invade Epirus
territory in North Africa
(340) Constantinople becomes
the largest city in the world.
241
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(260) Syria, Egypt, and Palestine break
off from the Roman Empire to from the
Palmyrene Empire.

(310) Constantine begins to build
The Basilica of Constantine in
Augusta Terverorum

.

(302) Diocletian begins passing laws against
Christian and a policy of religious oppression
in Antioch

+

part a)

740 600 569 568 456 260 254 108 59 =
1150 719 600 540 400 209 84 32 15
905 730 583 502 469 302 209 109 101 1
1150 1150 768 528 461 310 162 55 50 45
1226 1150 810 804 397 213 66 15 9
1150 587 487 209 206 61 59 55
894 801 335 317 260 213 144 108 13
1199 1034 676 580 438 150 114
1334 740 719 502 312 236 160 13
798 622 312 259 235 95 94 66 64 7
1150 595 435 414 344 103 55 7 1
815 645 340 217 66 55 51
1250 600 502 445 409 254 205 66 54
1060 843 740 717 502 444 209 59 59 55

130-131

my verse will who believe to time come in
your with were deserts most it ﬁlled high if
yet knows though but heaven tomb it is as a
your your shows which parts not hides and life half
beauty your eyes write could the of if I
your numbers number graces fresh all in and
would say poet this to the lies come age
heavenly earthly touches touched such ne’er faces
yellowed my with should their papers so age
truth tongue scorned than less men old of like be
your true poet’s rights termed rage and be a
stretched antique metre song of and an
yours were but alive that time some of child
you rhyme my twice should live it in in and

So, are some words “worth
So, are and
someare
words
“worth
more”
more”
some
words
and are some words “worth less”?
“worth less”?
568 569 456 740 600 59 254 260 108,
->
15 209 600 84 719 1150 400 32 540?
583 905 469 730 209 109 502 101 1 302
528 162 1150 50 55 768 310 45 1150 461.
15 9 397 804 213 1226 66 1150 810.
55 59 209 587 487 61 1150 206,
*213 13 260 108 894 801 317 335 144;
438 1199 676 150 580 1034 114.’
160 502 740 236, 1334 717 236* 13,
7 312 64 94 95 66 235 798 259 622,
55 1150 595 414 7 344 1 435 103
55 815 340 66 51 645 217:
502 600 205 54 66 1250 445 409 254,
1060 502 444 717, 59 209, 55 59 740 843.
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

My father in new Middle School having moved many times
My mother thinking she cannot stay at home
My mother knowing she cannot stay at home
My mother having to stay at home
My father studying philosophy
My parents having met
My parents having been married
My parents and a son who is 2
My parents and a son who is 2 and a dog
My parents and a son who is 9 and a daughter who is I who is 4
My family and 2 dogs
My family and 3 dogs
My family and 3 dogs and Y2K

c) My family in the remaining dates
(for example April ’87 = 487, etc)

October ’60
May ’68
July ’68
May ’69
June ’76
May ’80
May ’83
April ’87
May ’87
August ’94
May ’95
July ’98
November ’99

=?
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part b)
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=

1334 1250 1226 1199 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1060 1034 905 894 843 815 810 804 801 798 768 740 740 740 730 719 719 717 // 676 645 622 600 600 600 595
587 583 580 569 568 540 528 502 502 502 502 487 469 461 456 445 444 438 435 414 409 400 397 344 340 335 317 312 312 310 302 260 260 259 254 254 236 235 217
213 213 209 209 209 209 206 205 162 160 150 144 114 109 108 108 103 101 95 94 84 66 66 66 66 64 61 59 59 59 59 55 55 55 55 55 54 51 50 45 32 15 15 13 13 9 7 7 1
11

yellowed, yours beauty heavenly
your-your-your-your-your
your you, earthly yet would rhyme
stretched eyes write, say truth shows
my
my
my knows with
with twice touches antique tongue will
verse were
were true numbers, though touched, will?
who deserts which?
but should,
should number heaven: parts
believe alive, live: such poet’s rights!
(that most could)
termed metre, poet, this scorned their not tomb
to
to than time
time papers less song
the
the it,
it graces it (fresh)
some hides so ne’er lies
faces is come,
come rage as men old ﬁlled of
of
of
of, like, all
in In
in In
and And
and-and
and child -- an life -- half high.
if-if age-age I be be a A, a...
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A Conversation
about Literary Translation
by Stephen T. Murray & Tiina Nunnally

Tiina Nunnally:
Recently you were invited to our local
Costco store to sign copies of Stieg Larsson’s The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo,
The Girl Who Played with Fire, and The
Girl Who Kicked the Hornet’s Nest. You
said that lots of people stopped by to chat
with you about the books, but you told
me that the most memorable encounter
was with a teenage girl. She planted herself in front of the table where you were
sitting behind stacks of books, gave you
a defiant look, and said: “The author is
dead. So who are you?” That’s such a
valid question! What did you say to her?
Steven T. Murray:
I told her I was the translator--and without my work she couldn’t have read those
books. Or maybe I just wished that I’d
said that last part. . .

134

T:
Plenty of Americans don’t realize that
they’re reading a translated work, especially if the book has become a bestseller,
like the Millennium trilogy. There’s still
a common perception that a translated
book will sound clumsy and awkward.
And besides, the last translated novel to
make such a big splash on the American
market was Umberto Eco’s The Name of

Murray N unnall y
the Rose, translated into English by William Weaver in 1983.
But it’s also partly because in the past translators have often been
truly invisible. This is especially true of many early translations
of stories by Hans Christian Andersen. The illustrator is frequently given credit, while the name of the translator doesn’t
appear anywhere--not even on the copyright page.
These days publishers still seem reluctant to acknowledge the
role of the translator. It’s rare for a translator’s name to appear
on the front cover of a book. I’ve been lucky enough to have my
name on the cover of the classics that I’ve translated, but not on
the covers of so-called commercial novels.
S:
Well, I’ve never had my name on the front cover of any book
from a big publisher--only those we published at our small
Fjord Press in the ‘80s and ‘90s. But one New York publisher
recently asked if they could use “Reg Keeland” on the front of
a German novel I was doing for them. I said: “Sorry, that’s one
of my British pseudonyms for UK use only.” Besides, it was a
protest name.
I’m holding out for my name on the front cover of one of my
translations--and in embossed type!
T:
I do think some readers are becoming more savvy about translation--I’ve noticed this especially on blogs devoted to crime fiction. Certain translators, such as Don Bartlett (the translator of
the Jo Nesbø books), have developed a real fan base on blogs.
And there are literary prizes that recognize that translations are
collaborative efforts. The Independent Foreign Fiction Prize
shares the award equally between the author and translator.
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And if a translated novel wins the International IMPAC Dublin
Literary Award, part of the prize money goes to the translator.
So I think there has been some progress in terms of recognizing
the contributions of translators.
But critics and reviewers in the traditional media still don’t say
much about translation issues. If they mention the translation
at all, it’s usually with a single adjective. Helen Lane, who translated nearly 100 books from Spanish, Portuguese, and French
once said that her favorite adjective describing one of her translations was “courageous.”
S:
That’s a good one, as far as the usual run of reviewer “adjectives” goes. At least it’s better than “competent” or, even worse,
“clunky.” The translator is frequently blamed for the author’s or
editor’s mistakes and infelicities.
It’s nice when publishers deign to mention the translator in ad
copy (when they “have room”) and catalogs. But if they don’t,
it’s even harder for the translator’s name to get listed on the
main item page on Amazon--which of course is one of the major online tools if someone wants to find other works by particular translators.
T:
What sort of advice would you give a young translator starting
out?
S:
Translate as much as you can, on your own time, before you
try to get a paying job from a publisher. If you have a scientific
bent, put it to good use by doing technical translation. It pays
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well (better than literature) and it’s dang good practice. I did it
for years before I got my first gig for publication (two Norwegian science fiction short stories published in an anthology). If
you plan to have anything published, though, make sure to clear
the rights with the author or the author’s agent. I neglected to
do that years ago with a story I translated that got published in
a nonprofit university journal. In that case, the author was understandably not thrilled to see his work in English.
It’s a good idea to start out translating short pieces by an author
whose work you love and want your friends to read. Then you
can try to cultivate a relationship with the author--maybe it will
eventually lead to something. This should be an easy task in
this modern world of email and other forms of instant communication. And you will also be privy to the author’s newest
productions--which could lead to getting your collaborative efforts published in English someday.
Now, of course, you could also self-publish your translations
(after obtaining the necessary permissions) on one of the many
ebook platforms and skip the interminable wait times involved
with trying to get an agent or editor to look at the work. Let’s
face it, publishers are having a hard time, and they’re all looking for a sure thing by an author with a name. Stieg Larsson is
certainly an exception, but even he had a hard time breaking
through the ennui barrier from beyond the grave.
T:
What do you mean by the ennui barrier?
S:
Ennui barrier? The Great Wall of Jadedness. Editors who just
see too much stuff and lose their ability to see the potential in
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new things. For some unknown reason, English-language editors were initially reluctant even to look at Stieg’s books. My
guess is that they weren’t eager to publish a dead author who
couldn’t do the Today Showand “only” had a three-book series.
I hope they’re kicking themselves now.
Gaffes like this are unfortunately common with “legacy publishers,” as they’re being called nowadays to distinguish them
from the real entrepreneurs, who are involved in ebook publishing. Sometimes I wonder if they have any clue about what
people want to read in the rest of the country west of the Hudson. Too often I’ve heard comments from editors and agents
such as: “Well, I liked it but I don’t think our readers would.”
They really should give their readers more credit!
T:
Going back to advice for young translators. . . I agree that the
best advice is to practice, practice, practice. Like any art, it
takes time to develop translation skills--especially when working with fiction. I recommend translating short stories, as we
both did, before trying to tackle a whole novel. And never do
an entire book on spec! (The English-language rights to most
books are sold based on a 30-100 page sample translation commissioned by the author’s agent.)
Beginning translators sometimes end up with work that is
strangely caught in the middle between the original language
and English--at first it’s hard to know how far to veer from the
original, what liberties to take with the dialog, and how to deal
with humor, slang, and swear words.
For example, in the Scandinavian languages, swear words with
the most impact all make reference to the devil. But in English,
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the most powerful curses have to do with sex, body parts, or
God. I once translated a very vulgar novel that was filled with
swear words. In order to have the same effect in English, I had
to switch the references to phrases containing God. The author,
whose English was not very good, was very upset to see all those
“gods” in his novel! With practice, a translator learns what sort
of changes are required in order to capture the style and tone of
the work without staying awkwardly close to the original.
It helps to ask someone who doesn’t know the original language
to read the translation in draft. They’ll be able to see if something doesn’t sound like English.
I love the fact that you discovered teenage blogs can be a great
resource for translators. Even if the slang word in question isn’t
specifically defined, it ‘s possible to figure out the meaning by
seeing how kids use the word in conversations.
S:
If you can figure out the texting abbreviations used in other languages, that is!
T:
I know what you mean. It can be challenging to keep up with
changes in the language! At least these days we have the advantage of communicating with experts and authors via email. And
the Internet is such a good resource for specialized terms and
vocabulary. I don’t have to resort to my horticulture books as
often because now I can find entire websites devoted to certain
Nordic plants--usually with a picture. And that’s important,
since Scandinavian novels are filled with so many plants and
flowers. As the translator, I have to make sure I use the correct
English name for all of them.
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It’s also great for translators to spend time immersed in the
source language, in the country where it’s spoken. And of
course it’s essential to read as many contemporary novels from
that country as possible. I also find it useful to read the Danish,
Swedish, and Norwegian newspapers online every morning, at
least briefly. That keeps me up-to-date with cultural and political events. And sometimes we also find out about new books
that interest us. That way we can track down the author’s agent
and find out if the English-language rights have been acquired
--as you did with the Camilla Läckberg books. . .
S
:
Yes, I do check the bestsellers from Scandinavia on Amazon.
dein Germany from time to time. The Germans are total fanatics for Nordic crime fiction, and they are the first to translate
the hottest new books and series. That’s how I found Camilla
Läckberg’s work and went after the translation job. I did four of
her novels over a period of three years. Now you’re translating
the next four books, so we’re keeping the series in the family!
Camilla is only in her 30s, so she’ll be writing for many years,
and movies are being made of her popular series set in Fjällbacka on the west coast of Sweden. She has taken the Agatha
Christie tradition and transplanted it to a much darker Swedish
setting.
T:
Speaking of “going after the translation job”--that brings up the
topic of contracts and the business side of literary translation.
I always like to talk to beginning translators about this subject,
because even established translators rarely have agents who are
willing to represent them. This means that we all have to learn
how to negotiate with publishers and editors to get the best pos140
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sible contract terms. Here are the three standard terms that I
consider essential:
1) Get a decent per-word fee, based on the number of English
words, not on the word count in the original language. It’s a
good idea to consult other translators to find out what the current rate is for a particular language group. In the UK, the Society of Authors recommends a standard translation fee of GBP
87 per 1,000 English words. The payment should be in two
parts: half of the estimated fee upon signing the contract, and
the balance upon delivery and acceptance of the translation.
2) This per-word fee should be considered an advance against
a small translator royalty. Do not sign a contract containing
the phrase “work-for-hire.” Most books never earn back the advance, but if a translator is lucky and skilled enough to produce
a bestseller, he or she should share in the success of that work.
And this royalty should apply to both print books and ebooks.
If the translation is then licensed to another English-language
publisher (for example, in the UK), a royalty should be paid for
those books as well. (But a clause to that effect needs to appear
in the translator contract.)
3) The work should be copyrighted in the translator’s name.
For more specific terms, consult the PEN American Center
website, which includes a sample translator contract. And remember: A contract is always negotiable. The publisher may
present a “boilerplate” company contract that every other translator has supposedly accepted, but it is still in a translator’s best
interest to try to negotiate for the best possible terms.
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S:
And keep in mind that unfavorable clauses can be “traded.” For
instance, if you, as the translator, object to ten different clauses
or paragraphs, consider yourself successful if you get five of
them changed. You may have to do some horse trading with
the publisher, accepting some other things of a less egregious
nature.
It’s particularly important for a North American translator to
get a royalty on UK sales, since those editions are the ones sold
in airports around the world, and the number of copies sold
can add up fast. Often the UK publisher will also sub-license
the work to Australia and New Zealand, India, South Africa,
and other parts of the former British Commonwealth.
T:
Literary translation is an art, and the successful translator is
rewarded by seeing his or her work appear in book form. It’s
a great feeling to see that book enthusiastically embraced by
English-language readers. But it’s also a business arrangement,
and over the years we’ve made a point of trying to improve the
status of translators by negotiating better contracts and giving
talks about our profession in bookstores and at other public forums.
So one final topic for our conversation today: What do you
think is the best thing about being a literary translator?
S:
I like the variety. Each book is a vastly different challenge, and
it’s fun to get into the style of the author. Occasionally you
may have to do a book you don’t love, just to pay the rent, but
in general it sure beats working 9 to 5 in an overheated office.
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And there’s no boss looking over your shoulder and timing your
breaks. The biggest drawback, as for any freelancer, is that when
you’re not working, you’re not making any money. Over the
past few years we’ve been extraordinarily lucky because Nordic
crime fiction has become so popular with readers.
T:
Yes, and that means we’ve both been able to translate full-time,
which is amazing. Not many literary translators in the United
States can make a living doing this type of work. You’ve done
so many detective novels that I’ve even taken to calling you the
“King of Swedish Crime”!
For me, one of the best things about translating fiction is hearing appreciative comments from readers who have discovered
the work of some of my favorite authors (such as Sigrid Undset)
through my translations. That makes all the hard work worthwhile.
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Ballad of
PABLO DE ROKHA
Three-Works
by Pablo de Rokha
Translated by
Stuart Cooke

from the Spanish
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I sing, I sing without wanting to, necessarily, irreparably, fatally, to the ups and
downs of life, like someone who eats,
drinks or walks because, who would die
if he didn’t sing, who would die if he
didn’t sing; the floral event of the poem
stimulates my dormant nerves, I can’t
speak, I intone, I think in songs, I can’t
speak, I can’t speak; the noisy, transcendental epics define me and I ignore the
feeling of my flute; I learnt to sing feeling nebulous, I hate, I hate the utilitarian,
the manual, the coarse, the everyday, the
prosaic, and I love the idleness of beauty;
sing, sing, sing... -- this is all you know,
Pablo de Rokha!..

***
The universal sophisms, the cosmic,
dynamic, dynamic, subterranean laws,
they govern me, my natural song, polyphonically it opens, it opens beyond
the spirit, ample, subconscious beauty,
tragic, mathematical, funereal, it guides
my steps through the darkness of clarity;
I travel through the ages singing like in a
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great, deformed dream, my truth is the true truth, the orchestral
heart, musical, orchestral, Dionysian, floating in perfect majesty,
the eminent, unanimous resonance, phenomena converge towards it and magnify its sonorous sonority sonorously, sonorously; and these terrible hands go somnambulating, leaving the
outside world--concepts, formulas, customs, appearances--my
intuition follows the paths of things, clairvoyant, illuminated
and happy; everythingbecomes song in my bones, everything
becomes song in my bones.
***
Pus, tears and gloomy fogs, pain, I suckle nothing but pain from
life’s mean breasts, I have no home and my clothing is wretched,
but my absurd, unedited, extremely modest poems sum up the
thought, all the thought of our race and the voice of the moment; I am a country made poet for the grace of God; I scorn the
determinism of the biased, conventional sciences because my
monumental wisdom surges from the infinite, giving birth to
axioms, and its errant, fabulous and horrid eloquence continually creates worlds and invents universes; I affirm or deny, my
gigantic passion thunders across the imbecilic town of prejudice, the evil, clerical village of routine.
***
At sunset I knelt beside an immense and humble grey boulder,
democratic, tragic, and its oratory, its immobile eloquence spoke
to me in that deaf, cosmopolitan and naive language of the universal rhythm; today, stretched out in the shade of the lakes I
have felt the cries of the dead floating in the corollas; I hear the
plants growing and dying, the travelling planets decapitated like
animals, the sun appears at the end of my gloomy years, yellow,
yellow, yellow, the ears of corn giving birth to me, at midnight
the endless rivers cry at the edge of my sadness and leaves fall
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upon my worst pains... “good morning, good morning, tree,” I
said to the morning as it burst over the blonde Chilean summits, and later I cried out, “stars, you’re stars, oh!, miraculous...”
***
My thoughts ring of the centuries, all of the centuries; I’m walking, walking, walking musically and my actions are hymns, natural poems, completely natural; the bells of time ring when they
hear me sit down; I constitute the beginning and the primordial reason of all tunes, the echo of my strides crackles through
eternity, the paradoxical triangles of my attitude constitute the
gesture of gestures, the gesture, the figure of the crazy, incredible man who rocked the globe’s macabre cradle while teaching
it to speak.
***
The songs of my tongue have eyes and feet, eyes and feet, muscles, soul, feelings, the grandeur of heroes and small, modest
customs, so simple, minimal, young and extremely simple, they
howl with anguish, enormous, enormous, enormously enormous, they smile, they cry, they smile, they spit abuse at the sky
or spew snakes, they work, they work just like people or birds,
they dignify the animal kingdom, the plant kingdom, the mineral kingdom, and they are marble beasts, beasts, beasts whose
blood is burning and sad, sad, which comes to them from the
planet’s entrails, and whose polyhedral, multiple, simultaneous
being is in the five hundred geographical horizons; they flower
delightedly, circular and sonorous in October, they bear rural
fruits at the beginnings of May and June or at the end of August,
they ripen all year and since never, since never; anarchists, strident, fearless, they create an individual and gigantic new reality,
something that before, before, something that before wasn’t on
earth, they draw my terrible anatomy towards the absolute, still
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existing independently; touch its body, touch its body and you’ll
cover your miserable fingers with blood!..!..
***
Ariel and Caliban, Egypt, Greece, Egypt and ABOVE ALL
Chile, the square, prehistorical countries, Jesus of Nazareth, the
heavens, the mountains, the sea and the men, the men, the oceanic multitudes, cities, countrysides, workshops, power plants,
trees, flowers, tombs, sanatoriums, orphanages or hospitals,
earthen-skinned brutes and distant views full of eclogues, insects and birds, small, harmonious and pale women; the stupid cosmos, marvellous, marvellous, marvellous, marvellous, it
guides my words and I will tumble, ringing eternally, like the old
nest, like the old nest, like the old nest where ALL the world’s
chirping nests!..
(1922)
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Sensation of Winter on Earth

Above the great cemetery of the world’s dull brown, dilapidated rooftops, the melancholy pianos sing of the rain, sing of
the rain, an ancient song of leaks... the autumn departed shedding YELLOW flowers and handfuls of tears!
***
Like a colossal fungus, life’s useless dream looms over us, spilling sicknesses and water, mould, vine shoots or sorrowful
hours.
***
And the exhausted, inverted and concave days sound the same
as empty coffins... (--Recall, my friends, recall, recall the full,
vast, fiery red meridian suns, and smile, smile at the possibility
of harvests emerging from the mists!).
***
They hurt, the sun’s bones hurt, the poor thing has a cold and
is suffering from rheumatism; from time to time he wipes his
nose with a handkerchief, he sneezes and, flush with the infinite, a fabulous, fabulous, fabulous cocoon of thunder bursts
open; lousy puddles entertain themselves by copying his sickly
figure--so sickly!--and his GREY gaze freezes the horizon.
***
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Living parrots fall down dead, dead in cages, blue, infantile dynamism, the child’s happiness, vegetable and imminent, incredibly simple, he plays football his cadavers, and the static, gloomy,
regrettable old women unravel the dreams of fifteen Aprils.
***
THE IDIOTS smoke huddled together; mushrooms begin to
emerge from the monotonous courtyards of the orphanages.
***
The public shivers, oblique, disconcerting windschew on stupid organic illusions, ay!, ay!, ay!, the drizzle sows needle-like
seeds and it never finishes getting darker and it never finishes getting darker... the bums warm their plebeian hands with
‘CIGARRETTE BUTTS’ spat out by the fat, vast, rude, rich, and
some poor sods sing humbly on top of a USELESS car.
***
The swallows sleep beneath the eaves, the sickness of LIFE yawns
in the bedrooms, the poor urchins frighten the cold and it explodes grotesquely--bats, numb rats.
***
Like wandering, fossilised, colonial currencies, the weeks roll
on uselessly until the end of time---transitory, inevitable, yellow suitcase--the avenues are filled with the autumnal noise
of pity, the autumnal noise of pity, and it’s raining on us; the
neighbours cover their sterile souls with sweet and FRUITY
memories of summer, and they watch it rain... rain... rain...
***
The calm, lowly beasts ruminate in the pale, pale gardens, and
the old, deaf, bald, deathly, anachronistic trees, CROWNED
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with a yellow rust, look like monstrosities or assassins dressed
in the mystery of fog; moss gnaws at the paths through the run
down, ochre parks, and erases lines, bends and traces of sad
women.
***
The country is a great big, a great big wet umbrella, the dawns
are murky and insalubrious, melancholia snivels on the rooftops,
snivels on the rooftops and the cities are full of leaves, full of
leaves, full of leaves...
***
Inhabiting alone oblique, dusty, nocturnal corners--triangular,
triangular conception of the first fears!--spiders articulate the
mood of the universe by building castles in the AIR.
***
however, the heart of man, MATURE and sad, guards the aroma of rancid cheese and August quinces, and his storeroom
smell is comfortable and good, comfortable and good.
***
Oh! the scattered gaze of THINGS, you have the vagrant, the
vagrant, the vagrant, melancholy attitude of someone CONTEMPLATING the dampness of TIME through THE WINDOWS!
***
Sentimental, sombre husbands return home early; they light
tranquil, friendly lamps and leaf through OLD NEWSPAPERS;
butterflies come to play, to play with the fire’s heart and they
burn up, better than paper.
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***
THE ROOFTOPS smoke monotonously tearfully, the landscape, the natural world gestures like a naive, sleepyheaded,
idiotic DRAGONFLY, and someone sings songs of yesterday;
houses are worn like raincoats.
***
We carry on our backs all of MAN’S pain and ours as well; uf!..
it’s freezing!.. --woman, bring the heater, some blankets and the
WINE!..
(1922)
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The Bachelor’s Elegy

Where am I going?... Help!.. where am I going?... where am I
going?
The sunset reeks of--the SUN’S coffin, full of roses and
horrors, heads for the infinite!--like a giant spider, the darkness hangs its fabric of dry rain and sad oblivion upon undisputed pain; fear, that emaciated dog, howls clumsily at the day’s
memory, the mountains have eyes full of tears, full of tears, full
of tears, and the last silence comes walking on tiptoe across the
world’s infinite solitude; oh! Lord, my soul’s errant ceiling
cracks, the rafters fall the rafters and on the ancient walls burn
the flames of an enormous fire, flames like weeds, it rains horror
and ash, winter’s bitterness and dust, ruins, mould all over my
anguish; oh! Lord, oh! Lord, the BLUE fist of sadness pounds
into my face, my face of understanding...
***
To walk in strides, walking, walking, walking, disastrous loping, contemptible, melancholy like a wounded slave, and to
see, trembling, the universe THERE, astride the void, falling,
ringing its compass of bells, amorphous and senseless, senseless, shaky and painful, painful and shaky, individual, sick little
man leaving the hospital under a great winter of blood, at the
sinister hour when the leaves fall...
***
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I’d like to be, I’d like to be dynamic and MOBILE, a Dionysian
trapeze artist atop tragedy’s brave bow and priest of ILLUSIONS
in blue, divine country, far from the moon... ... ... however, grass
has already grown on my tongue, grass has already grown on my
tongue and around the edges of the SRIRIT’S abstract, ruined
graves; something with man’s gestures, something with man’s
gestures followed the unknown PATH, the rainy horizon of my
DESTINY; and there a cadaver fixed its eyes on me and I lost
the rhythm of pale things, so NOW I don’t remember anyone.
***
At the level of the CROWD I cross the street, home of lunatics
and a universal orphanage, at 3 pm I went to the Club, later
on I talked with my friends; upon returning home I didn’t know
what to do, what to do, and I said to my parents, “what’s happening?... nothing? well, SOMETHING’S going to happen!..”.
***
Enmity, man’s nocturnal enmity, his FOREIGN attitude, absent
from things, the turbulent coming and going of this acidic animal that opens its mouth but says nothing, says nothing, stupidly says nothing; we’re alone--really, sweetheart?--the world is
a giant, cold rainy day, funereal and monotonous; solitude with
sharp corners and triangles, solitude, absolute solitude, VILE,
hideous solitude!.. not even a warm pulsation above the inevitable cemetery, the inevitable cemetery, the WORLD’S inevitable
cemetery, death’s grey perspective, mountains of ash, mountains
of ash, wide oceans of charred bones, yellow trees that creak,
creak, creak, creak and complain shivering like drunken skeletons above the four horizons, the four horizons of smoke from
this WELL of anguish, terror, dampness, pain, lamentable ghosts
like orphanages, lamentable ghosts, sinister soul’s sunset, sunset, solitude, absolute solitude, VILE, hideous solitude!--clumsy
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and toothless like a soap opera.
***
Words fall from my hands, fall from my hands, fall from my
hands and the PAIN of my tongue; I am disappearing, and the
woodworms make a nest on the suit of anguish covering my
bones, on the suit of anguish covering my bones.
***
... names, sounds, namesand gestures are all HERE; and how
strange, how strange, how strange they seem!APPEARANCES,
do they mean, are they something?... and PHENOMENA, do
they have meaning and truth, meaning and truth? do we exist,
exist?... you and I, woman...
***
Maggots laugh at the formulation of concepts; gloomy, sinister days, bad afternoons; man, what is he? what is he? what
is he? we’re blind actors and we say BREAD! without knowing anything, without knowing anything; man is born an idiot
and woman sick; grief darkens the pathways from the past and
sadly extinguishes the vague streetlights of understanding.
***
Married to fate, we have to DRAG the old cart of ancient, pale
death to the very edge of the precipice, reaching the high peaks,
high livid--bury your faces in the sunset looking for God
and you’ll come back bloodied with the dirty, stinking blood
of MAN!.. life is The Stock Market, and man, man a bill of
exchange; what is the TRUTH? to one side our judgements, to
the OTHER the things themselves; what is the TRUTH?!..
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Ha ha ha!.. the beggars were spluttering through their harrowing songs and someone shouted, “what are they saying?... I don’t
understand, I hear, I see, and I don’t understand, I don’t understand”; in truth, I don’t understand either; who understands
who? who understands who?...
***
PAIN portrays us as an enormous lake, the PAINFUL figure of
man sinks to the BOTTOM; anguish extends us towards the inverted sky lying dormant at PAIN’s end, just like the depths
of the lakes the BLUE sky that the creatures see; pain is blood,
light, water; suffering is TO LIMIT ONESELF, and to know
SOMETHING.
***
There are dead leaves over the imminent skulls; pools of rotten,
rotten blood, they gnaw at my brain drop by drop and absurd
beings fall from the ephemeral planets: toads with three times as
many teeth, skeletons with amphibious tails, with amphibious
tails and foetuses with the faces of witches and hairy feet, flies
that play the air’s acordion, old ladies shaped like coffins, coffins, coffins, and old men dressed in woesdisguised as knowledge... horror!.. like a used suit, the world turned inside out;
horror!.. horror!.. horror!.. its EVERLASTING meaning, the
world is the same upside down or to the RIGHT.
***
Suffering afternoon sun, my strides mark, mark the end of a
DREAM in the earth; I’m aborted by exhausted civilisations
and epochs in crisis, a container of rotten mistakes, rotten mistakes, rotten mistakes, a freak of decadent, migratory races and
peoples still UNFORMED; they gravitate towards me, all the
bad symptoms of a century’s sunset, sunset, and a thou155
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sand foetuses of suns, foetuses of suns, foetuses of embryonic
suns; I condense the fatal pessimism of nineteen centuries of
idiotic and CATHOLIC, dispassionate, drunken, crazy years
and a local LIE already mature; these are days of transition, the
ancient truths are rotting like peaches in autumn and we’re
entering the ERA of precision TO INVENT modern illusions
and machine-men; the aeroplane that dies, that dies and doesn’t
sing, the wirelesstelegraph, the skyscrapers whose temples are
crowned with the atmosphere’s celestial sounds, the electron,
root of the unknowable individual and flower of matter, Pió
Baroja and Bergson, the automobile, hard and mechanical,
mechanical, mechanical, musical like Píndaro’s hexameters, the
‘League of Nations’, Yankeeland, divorce with compensation,
socialism, communism, anarchism, the shotgun, the sardine,
the vaccine, innocence, Nietzsche, the enlightened german,
and Mauricio Maeterlinck, sickness from errant lice and INDIAN beauty, cement buildings armed with their HALOES of
merchants and shopkeepers and their compass needles, free,
free, free, freer than the swallows and the pharmacists and the
poets and the politicians, God, the diarrhoea, the absurd lights
of theology burning, burning, burning in the mountains!
– suffering afternoon sun, suffering afternoon sun...
***
(--Maid, you are going to the country, and to what? Cut out
your tongue, IMBECILE! the pastoral gesture has died, has
died, the fair attitude of the countryside doesn’t interest the
man of TODAY, the rich smoke of oven-baked bread, like in
the eclogues, the smoke, THAT smoke ascending above the
wet tiles, scratching the sun, lost its poetry, Virgil is simple
copper currency and pale, pale GOLD dominates these centuries; vineyards, fields, market gardens, vineyards, fields, market
gardens, rosemary in flower, peaches like girls of fifteen Aprils,
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work castes, saints of the earth: plough and the illustrious grain
rains over the brown furrows, over the brown furrows, rise
to the dawn and watch, watch, watch how they grow, beans,
potatoes, corn and, in the middle of April, take the admirable
fruits... simple, strong, honest, peaceful, peaceful men, farm
beasts, farm beasts, eminent farm beasts, the peace of wheat
fields, wheat fields and farms, rural life, rural life, rural life, rural
life, clean and VAST, humble agricultural voice, the city’s demonic vinegar burnt the poplar groves, the vegetable gardens,
the great vineyards of your agrarian sunsets and injected, and
injected puss and syphilis into THE EARTH!.. woman of the
country, woman of the country, your IDEALS are old wives’
tales, old wives’ tales, old wives’ tales, leave your rugged ranch
to the sheep... you’re crying? peasant, the country has died!)
***
From the subterranean depths of my heart, HIGH above humanity, i curse life: I’m bad, good, and i’m nothing, nothing,
nothing; my passions, serpents’ nests, my poems, wells of pain;
above the sterile, useless failure of my loud life, the winters cry;
upon smiling, autumn walks over the smile with its wandering,
yellow velvet shoes my days are July sunsets, lamentable, lamentable sunsets, withered leaves fall from my face, and my heart,
my heart is a big, vile bell with a BROKEN pendulum, ringing
with the useless futility of useless beauty.
***
Youth, youth full of premature greying, rainy youth; sleeping on
a whore’s public gut and growing thin with thinking; books and
books and books, rhetorical sickness, literature and alcohol, dyspepsia, exhaustion, boredom and precocious, banal and
literary pessimism, misery, luxury, anguish, and the sad, bitter
pose of the melancholy poet, and dreadful WISDOM; when
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the dawn smiles, stumbling, stumbling along the road from its
dusty home, or dying on a wilted, acidic bed; and, at sunset,
barking, barking, barking the way that the most rotten of the
academics might bark.
***
Behold my body, I am NOT my body, it is THERE, simple
like a simple world, like a simple world, and events open
upon its form, life’s external things, the becoming of phenomena, the becoming of phenomena in the world’s realisation;
“I am the world”, since the first day, one thousand sunsets
have fallen on me towards the West, vast region of hallucination --when, the poet dead, the rhythm of yesteryear rendered
to nothing, the song edified with memories of man--there are
dawns, dawns and sunsets over the great, enormous cosmos
that is MY BODY, that BODY that you see THERE, the maximum possible radius of that BODY covers ‘the four horizons’
and the total number of events; the sun comes out and places
itself above it, each day, at the usual hour; the pain and the exhausted rains make its bones tremble, doors creak; winds blow
from the north, northeast and the south, gusts fresh as tombs
and happier than women; a telephone pole falls on car no. 13,
the chauffer IS DYING conveniently; 1, 2, 3 citizens walk past;
like the world, like the world, like the world nurtures figures
of yesterday and today; races pass, races pass and races, races,
races come back; zephyrs of Genesis, enormous, breathing,
oceanic waves go across the world; the rotund males sweat and
the females miscarry along the way; so many children play, so
many children, so many children that it looks like a schoolyard, but the old men, sitting in the shade of the orphanage,
next to the sombre houses, remember the ABSOLUTE; there
are machines that control the ACTION of innumerable pulleys,
a happy , sonorous, vital vertigo confuses the ears, tragic pleasure bends nerves, houses, skies, souls and CONTEMPORARY
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man walks hallucinating over the devastated, broken world that
looks like my body; behold my BODY, it’s a world and upon IT
the things of the WORLD take place... the things of the world!
***
To wander tired, at length, stupidly, vaguely, and to go rolling,
rolling, rolling like the wheel of a hearse, rolling, rolling, rolling,
rolling, rolling, rolling... measuring the city in great strides, the
mediocre, autumnal, bourgeois suburbs, the slums wreaking
of despair, cradle of horrid sunsets, stupid prostitutes, stupid
prostitutes, criminals, vagabonds and cardsharps, beggars and
drunks, pale swindlers with pathological countenances, idiots
with legs stretched out in the winter sun, the poor life, the poor
life, fatigue and HUNGER, sickness, idleness, fatality – and always, always dragged in by the pupils, always, a natural horror,
customary and acidic like Sundays in town.
***
... graves, graves, graves!.. am I rotting already?... I smell of
death, I smell of death! the stench of death, the stench of death,
the stench of death smacks my organs, my cadaver is rotting, my
cadaver is undoubtedly rotting!.. my feet are like hooks, like the
hooked branches of a tree, and they don’t belong to me, THEY
WALK ALONE, and they keep tripping me up, they keep tripping me up... Pablo de Rokha, what is your name? what is your
name!?
***
Woman, I don’t know you!.. you flee, you unravel, you flee,
you flee, you dissolve in humanity; ABANDONMENT grows,
gravitates, grows and surges from the neighbouring houses like
a sunset, like a ‘rainy’ sunset; girl, my girl, girl don’t leave me
ALONE, alone, alone, ALONE in the solitude of things!
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***
Where are my eyes?.. I’ve lost my eyes, I’ve lost my eyes!.. I
grope about slipping on the oblique planes of nothingness and,
to support MY hands on the absurd walls of horrible, funereal
stone, the nocturnal animal of terror, of terror clenches on
my bones, my bones, my bones: monsters of CHILLED blood,
octopi, snakes, toads, oh! gloomy entities, abstruse FROGS of
the infinite, FROGS of the infinite!
***
Creaking, creaking, creaking, creaking, rats gnawing, rats
gnawing, and noise of dead larva climbing up, eating away
the emaciated skeleton, the emaciated skeleton of my voice; my
SONGS are monstrous, fabulous and hairy, horrible shoots of
vile flowers: anemones that congeal foetuses and horrific, hideous mandrakes resembling assassins’ pupils, violets with cadaverous smells, green, green roses full of pus, full of pus, full
of pus, lilies sick with syphilis, enormous thoughts that look
like spiders with the eyes of hyenas or greedy pigs and disgusting wombs of bad women!.. my thoughts about man emerge
like a great CATAFALQUE which they illuminate, illuminate
from THE INFINITE, the four cardinal points, just like four
deathly candles, wandering with incredible sadness... mother,
don’t look at me with fright, don’t look at me! the cries and the
flies crunch, like dry leaves, BETWEEN LIFE AND I, the
cries and the flies!... (... the cries and the flies...).
***
To live in the darkness for one minute in time, and oh! to be
nothing , nothing, nothing, nothing; tombs that collapse
and sad memories, things, things and resonant water, earth...
and, to never, never, never return to being the same, the same,
that which we were BEFORE!..
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***
What is what it is? and when was it me? when was it me? YESTERDAY, today, what is the day during which “I am me”?..! I
never FELT my soul, where is my soul? where is my soul? who
is my soul?
***
Futility, the deaf futility of BEING, the fierce, fierce, fierce horror of THE VOID, the fear, the fright of THE INFINITE, the
fear!.. and, upon the animal exhaustion of the bones, the elemental, elemental vacuum, which makes faces enormous and
ignores itself; and LIVES!..
***
– who goes there?... the worm, the worm goes there, goes there,
HE, the last terrible, cold, macabre worm travels through my
decomposing organism; and, while I sleep, turned towards the
sun that ignites stars and scorches worlds, while I sleep, HE, HE,
the worm climbs up towards my nose, to my nose or descends
into the abdomen in his eternal journey through MAN’S grey
wisdom; my spirit is sad and my flesh breaking down, insects
swarm about in my odour, and MIDDAY makes me ferment...
at sunset, when I’ve returned to my den, I’ll tell myself philosophically, “Bah, one ROTS for a reason!”.
***
I hear my bones creak, mother, mother, I hear my bones creak,
beasts creak, plants creak, things creak, and I’m going to die; already exhausted, my blood flows into DEATH; I hear my bones
creak!.. I hear my bones creak!.. look, the wandering is making
itself: RED, red silences, red words... is it my blood, or is it the
blood of the sunset?... why do they bark so much the dogs bark?...
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and THE FLIES!.. -- ... shoo FLIES!.. those funereal flies that
go: bzzz, bzzz, bzzz, there, there inside... -- bzzz, bzzz, bzzz...
bzzz, bzzz, bzzz... (has the GRAVEDIGGER arrived?).
***
In September, when the public celebrate, celebrate, the song
thrushes recite, the song thrushes, the song thrushes and the
finches, the swallows play like children in the majestic patios
of the sky, and the simple, healthy philosophers bray savouring
the marvel of wet fields, the flowers of the peach tree blossom,
the stones and the ramshackle houses, and the sacred mountains of Chile are IMMENSE songs or swings gently rocking
the infinite... Covering my face, I howl with grief, howl with
grief, covering my face.
***
Luck, bad luck, bad luck, a barrel, a daily barrel of suffering,
today my suit is dirty, my suit, and the pleasure of existence ,
hollow, hollow and moth-eaten; oh, the world’s matador spectacular!: the funeral cars pass by, screeching a great, painful
winter, wives stop, stop, scratching their entrails, and the MEN
are ‘mature and SAD’... --what about you, woman?
***
A poor devil, a poor devil and nothing more; boy, sad boy, insinuation of SOMETHING possible, tree that was growing,
growing, growing... and he bashed HIS HEAD on the stars, and
on a half-finished house--it’s too late to feel like God!..
***
COME and we’ll flee in terror!.. the universe ignites and caves
in on itself, the flames lick the sky’s blue suit and the bitter,
still, unhealthy air reeks of burnt meats... let’s go and LIVE outside of the world, and our children might guide, like in ancient
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times, the majestic old age of their parents, the majestic old age
of their parents.
***
It rains, it rains far away, far away, far away upon the EARTH,
in the empty houses the man feeds along with HIS pig I want TO
DIE--the joy of producing force, light, light, simple light of the
cosmos burning for one thousand SOLITARY ages--the migratory leaves fall; “yesterday afternoon I watched GOD CRY”;
I was wandering aimlessly through the city, alone, aimlessly,
the vehicles and the people: delivery vans, delivery vans, automobiles and servants, whores, newspaper vendors, all running
without any idea of where, for the same REASON I was wandering through the city aimlessly, alone, aimlessly I... I WANT
‘TO DIE’! (good and evil are only human gestures); divine, delicate, white virgins, divine early mornings with HAPPY
birds, flowers charged with sunrises, trees and noises, trees and
noises of ocean, what d’ya matter to me?; my PAIN is great,
great, great and this damned flesh HOWLS when I force myself
to kneel at your feet, oh! Universe... I want to die, I want to die...
before human PAIN, what’s the value, what’s the value, what’s
the value of THE BEAUTIFUL and THE REAL?... NOTHING;
I want TO DIE!
***
Ha! ha! ha! ha! ha! ha! Is that MY self talking? my self? I
think and talk as if I were ANOTHER, who am I?... these feet,
these feet and these hands, WHOSE ARE THEY?... who is Pablo de Rokha?... I don’t KNOW Pablo de Rokha!.. PABLO DE
ROKHA... ah! I don’t remember “the migratory leaves fall”,
“the migratory leaves fall”, “it rains”, the sun comes out, the sun
comes out, the sun comes out, the fruits ripen and the sun SETS,
midday, dawns... one million, one hundred million, one million
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DOGS follow me barking, howling, howling, barking as if they
were men, a great pack of horrible, mangy, disgusting canines,
scruffy, black, black, black, black they follow me, they follow
me... while I think to myself: “THE DOGS” are following HIM!
(1922)
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Andrew Barrett is a translator and
musician who lives in Rochester,
NY, where he is pursuing a Master of
Arts in Literary Translation degree
at the University of Rochester. He is
currently translating a portion of the
Dionysiaca – a lush and expansive
Late Antique Ancient Greek epic
composed by Nonnus of Panopolis.
Excerpts from his translation of the
Dionysiaca appeared in the third
issue of Anomalous Press. In June
of 2011, Andrew had the honor of
working on his translation of the
Dionysiaca at the Banff International
Literary Translation Centre.
Susan Bernofsky has translated nearly
twenty books from German. Besides
several by Yoko Tawada, these include the works of Jenny Erpenbeck,
Herman Hesse, and Robert Walser;
she currently is working on a biography of the latter. Besides practicing translation, she has also written
about it and has taught courses in
translation at several colleges.

T h e T ranslators
Gillian Brassil ‘12, born in 1999, is a writer and translator from
Nashville who now splits her time between New York and
Providence. She is currently a senior concentrating in Comparative Literature.
Stuart Cooke is a poet, translator and critic. His first full-length
collection is Edge Music (IP, 2011) and a selection of his
newer work appears in Triptych Poets 2 (Blemish Press,
2011). His book about Indigenous Australian and Chilean
poetics, Speaking the Earth’s Languages, is forthcoming
from Rodopi. He lives in Sydney, Australia.
Patrick James Dunagan lives in San Francisco. His most recent
book is There Are People Who Think That Painters Shouldn’t
Talk: A GUSTONBOOK (Post Apollo, 2011), other writing
of his appears in Amerarcana, Barzakh, The Critical Flame,
Fulcrum, House Organ, New Pages, Poetry Project Newsletter, Rain Taxi, Shampoo, Sous les Paves, Switchback, and
Wild Orchids.
J. Bruce Fuller is from Louisiana. He earned a B.A. in English
from the University of Louisiana at Monroe, a M.A in English and a MFA in Poetry from McNeese State University,
and is currently a Ph.D student in poetry at the University
of Louisiana at Lafayette. His chapbook 28 Blackbirds at
the End of the World was published by Bandersnatch Books
in 2010, and he has had three limited edition broadsides
published by Yellow Flag Press. His poems have appeared
in Crab Orchard Review,Tipton Poetry Journal, Yankee Pot
Roast, Louisiana Review, The Lilliput Review, and The Dead
Mule School of Southern Literature.
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Forrest Gander has written a dozen books of poetry and
translated nearly as many from Spanish and Japanese, in
addition to editing several anthologies of Latin American
poetry. His first novel was published by New Directions
in 2008, and his website says a translation of César Aira’s
novel Diary of Hepatitis is on deck. He and his wife teach
at Brown University.
Andrew Leber ‘12 is a concentrator in the International Relations Program at Brown, though he spends more of his
time concentrating on Arabic instead. He studied abroad
in Alexandria, Egypt in the fall of 2010, which he considers
either incredibly good or incredibly bad timing depending
on how one looks at things. He currently serves as a Teaching Assistant for the Arabic and Technical Theater programs at Brown, and has translated for the Arabic cultural
website al-Hakawati. In his spare time he watches Egyptian
movies he mostly understands and dreams of novels he
might someday write.
Andrew Malcovsky is bad at self-description. A seventh-generation Vermonter, he had just enough linguistic knowledge and curiosity about his father’s Slovak roots to end up
shopping intro Czech at Brown, which naturally resulted
in a Czech major three years later, followed by a year of
postgraduate study in Moravia, and an overly-ambitious
attempt to grapple with the collected prose of Ladislav
Fuks. He currently lives in central California, which has
plentiful sun, but very few Czechs.
Timothy Nassau ‘12 studies Comparative Literature at Brown.
He translates French poetry, usually.
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Hannah Newman ‘12 is an English concentrator at Brown University
from Salem, MA. She grapples and plays guitar in her spare time.
Lytton Smith is Lecturer in English and Creative Writing at Plymouth University. He is the translator most recently of A Child in
Reindeer Woods, by Kristin Ómarsdóttir. His second collection of
poems will be published by Nightboat Books in 2013.
Jonas L. Tinius studies social anthropology at the University of Cambrige, U.K. He works on theatre, environment and space near his
hometown in the Ruhr area of Germany. Previous translations,
among others of Selin Gerlek’s poetry, have appeared in Aviary
and 2+. Selected other workings can be explored on www.assemblingaffects.blogspot.com.
Becky Willner ‘12 is a senior at Brown University studying Classics.
C. D. Wright has published over a dozen books of poetry since 1977,
and translation is a recent interest. In that time she has won
numerous awards; most recently, her 2010 book One With Others
received the National Book Award for poetry and the National
Book Critics Circle Award. She and her husband teach at Brown
University.
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J.M. Antolin (1968-) is a poet and
painter. Born in Valladolid, Spain, he
now resides in New York City and
Texas. His books of poetry include:
Cuenco/Bowl and El Cuerpo del Libro
Quemado/Ojo Vivo/Los Animales
extinguidos (a trilogy). A forthcoming book of poetry; El Alimento No
Humano/Non-Human Nourishment
was written during the last ten years
in the United States. Other books include La Coronacion Eterna/Eternal
Coronation, a catalogue retrospective of J.M. Antolin’s paintings and
sculptures published by the Spanish
Government of Castilla and Leon. A
book documenting the process of his
commissioned mural-sized painting,
La Membrana/The Membrane will be
published by CIDAUT Foundation.
Currently, J.M. Antolin is editing
and translating an American poetry
anthology spanning the last four
decades and completing Poetry and
Empire, a book of essays of critical
theory about the relationship between power and poetics.
David Bartone is an MFA candidate
at the University of Massachusetts,
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Amherst. He has had poems recently published in Denver
Quarterly, Filter Literary Journal, The Laurel Review, Handsome, Verse, and others, and a chapbook, Spring Logic, has
recently been put out by H_NGM_N. Reviews and criticism
are in or forthcoming at Kenyon Review and the Rumpus.
Karel Čapek (1890-1938) was a Czech author. Perhaps best
known for his speculative science fiction (he is credited
with pioneering the word “robot” in his play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots), he wrote crime fictions, satires, and
a work on gardening, among other interests. Long opposed
to Nazism, he died in 1938 of pneumonia shortly after the
Munich Agreement gave part of his homeland to Germany.
Valerie Mejer (1966-) grew up and was educated in Mexico
City. Her father’s side is German and British. Her mother’s
side is Spanish, from Asturias and Santander. Her great
grandfather on her mother’s side, Jose Sainz, migrated
from Spain to Veracruz at the age of 12, a poor immigrant.
He ended up founding railroads, hospitals, and schools
throughout Mexico. His daughter, Valerie’s Grandmother
Luz, who figures passingly in Ashes of a Map, was a copyist. She painted Goyas not to sell, but to enjoy on her own
walls. After the Mexican Revolution ended in 1920, the
family’s property in Veracruz was confiscated and redistributed. On the paternal side, Valerie’s British grandmother,
Barbara Carey, was also a painter, the daughter of General
Arthur Carey. She married a German printer, Kurt Mejer.
Together they owned a gallery, a German restaurant, and a
string of properties in Acapulco. Due to a series of historical and tragic events, the family wealth was lost. They left
a legacy of very interesting ghosts. The book from which
Cenizas de un mapa/Ashes of a Map, is taken, Geografias de
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niebla/Geographies of Fog, was begun when the poet was
pregnant with her only child, and when the poet’s mother
was dying. These facts filter into the poem’s elegiac but
resilient tone. Very little of Valerie Mejer’s personal history
is specifically evident in this intensely personal work, but
as the epigraph by Charles Wright notes, “All forms of
landscape are autobiographical.”
Andrei Codrescu has done it all: novels, poems, essays, translations, reviews, journalism. A wonderful cook, he has
been a commentator on National Public Radio’s All Things
Considered for almost thirty years. His most recent book
is Whatever Gets You through the Night: A Story of Sheherezade and the Arabian Entertainments, Codrescu’s own
telling of the Arabian Nights. He is a man to admire.
Carmen Conde (1907-1996) was a Spanish writer. In 1967,
she won Spain’s National Poetry Award; in 1979, she was
named as the first female member of the Real Academia
Española. Over the course of her life, she published over
100 books, including nine novels, twenty children’s books,
and several plays.
Joseph Delteil (1894-1978) was a French writer and poet.
He comes to the attention of the surrealists in 1922 and
participates in the writing of Un Cadavre, but is rejected
in 1925 after publishing his novel Jeanne d’Arc (famously
adapted by Carl Dreyer). Revealing in an interview that
he does not dream is the last straw. He was married to the
tamely named Caroline Dudley.
Paul Éluard (1895-1952) was a French poet and surrealist,
though he opted later in life to be a communist instead.
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He seemed to have a penchant for women who didn’t like
their given names: he was married first to Gala (born Elena
Ivanovna Diakonova), until she ran off with Salvador Dalí,
and then to Nusch (born Maria Benz).
Selin Gerlek (1987-) writes ‘texts’, in the vaguest sense possible. Studying Philosophy and Comparative Literature
in Bochum, and working at the Institute of Philosophy
in Hagen, both in Germany, she is primarily interested in
problems of subjectivity and language (of philosophy and
literature, arts) as well as in theories of complexity, memory
and aesthetics.
Ava Koohbor (1970-) was born in Tehran and now lives in San
Francisco. Her first collection of poetry, دیدرت، رواب کی دوخ
( تساTardid, khod yek bavar ast / Doubt, itself is a belief) was
published in Iran by Homa Press (with original cover art
by Abbas Kiarostami). All the translations are collaborative
efforts between herself and Patrick James Dunagan. Lew
Gallery editions recently released Sinusoidal Forms.
Javier Lentini (1929-1995) was born in Barcelona, Spain,
where he worked as a physician, poet, editor, and translator
until his death. Lentini is the author of fourteen books of
poetry, as well as numerous translations including works
from Samuel Beckett, Christopher Smart, Pierre Jean Jouve,
Pasolini, Osip Mandelstam, and others. Lentini served as
editor for two Spanish literary magazines, Hora de Poesía
(1979-1995), and Asimetria (1986-1988). From 1972 until
1984, Lentini served as weekly poetry editor for Jano Magazine. Lenitini’s poems are questioning and internal, and
often deal with fears about aging, metaphysics and religion.
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Stephen T. Murray has translated over thirty novels from
Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, and German, including the
Millennium series by Stieg Larsson, the most successful translated work of recent years. He and his wife Tiina
Nunnally live in New Mexico where they continue to work
full-time as translators.
Tiina Nunnally has translated over thirty books from Norwegian, Swedish, and Danish, ranging from crime fiction to
Pippi Longstocking and the fairy tales of Hans Christen
Anderson. She is also the author of several novels and the
recipient of numerous awards, including recognition from
the Swedish Academy for “the introduction of Swedish
culture abroad.” She lives with her husband Stephen T.
Murray in New Mexico where they continue to work as
translators.
Haris Psarras (1982-) was born in Athens, Greece. He studied law at the University of Athens and the University
of Oxford. He works as a Tutor in Jurisprudence at the
University of Edinburgh - School of Law, where he is currently writing a doctoral thesis in Philosophy of Law. Haris
Psarras has published three books of poetry. He has also
published essays on legal theory, essays on poetry & criticism, poetry translations and short stories. His poetry has
been translated into English, French and German.
Born as Pablo Díaz Loyola, Pablo de Rokha (1894-1968) was
one of the most important Chilean poets of the twentieth
century. Despite his profound influence upon subsequent
generations of Latin American poets, he failed to achieve
the international fame of his contemporary, Pablo Neruda,
with whom he quarrelled fiercely. In 1965, he was awarded
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the Premio Nacional de Literatura de Chile. He committed
suicide at the age of 73. Each of the three poems here comes
from Los Gemidos (1922, finally reprinted by LOM in 2008),
which was a major precursor of avant-garde Latin American
poetry.
Magnús Sigurðsson (1984-) published his first book of poems and
translations, Butterflies, Mints, and Lesbia’s Sparrows, in Iceland in 2008, where it was awarded the Tómas Guðmundsson
Literary Prize. Since then he has also published books of short
stories and essays, marking him as one of the most promising
young writers in Iceland.
Philippe Soupault (1897-1990) was a French writer and poet.
First a Dadaist, he was one of the co-founders of surrealism
and in 1919 co-authored Les champs magnétiques with André
Breton, using the techniques of automatic writing. His wife Ré
Soupault was born with the first name Meta.
Yoko Tawada (1960-) was born in Tokyo, but has lived in Germany since the early eighties. She writes in both German and
Japanese, and her first book was a collection of poems in a
bilingual edition. Her novel The Naked Eye and collection of
stories Where Europe Begins have been published in the past
few years by New Directions, in Susan Bernofsky’s translation.
Ivan Vyskočil (1929-) is a Czech writer and all around man of
the theater: playwright, actor, director, and theorist. He has
co-written plays with the likes of Václav Havel, published
more than half a dozen volumes of prose, and has appeared
in some nineteen movies, including one memorable role as
Tsar Nicholas in the 1996 version of Ubu Roi. He is known
for his improvisatory style, and for his investigations into the
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relationship between acting, psychology, and pedagogy.
Saadallah Wannous (1941-1997) was born in Hussein al-Bahr,
a village in western Syria. Educated in Cairo and Paris, he
first began publishing short plays in the 1960s, focusing in
on the relationship between the individual, society, and authority. A member of the ‘60s generation of Arab writers,
his work was heavily influenced by the Arab defeat in the
1967 war with Israel, which spurred a deep, critical reflection on the political failings of increasingly totalitarian
regimes in the region. Wannous’ sought to infuse modern
dramatic forms and styles with traditional Arab motifs
and characters, all the while being subject to intermittent
censorship and outright bans on the part of the Syrian
government.
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Aldus would like to issue a correction. In
Issue 1, the poem “Since Nine,” by C. P.
Cavafy, was listed as translated by “Peter
Kentros and Emily Oglesby, with assistance from Daniel Mendelsohn.” Daniel
Mendelsohn was not personally involved
with this translation, which is nothing
more than a slightly modified version of
his own work. We apologize to Mr. Mendelsohn and his publisher.
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